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Preface

The seventh edition of ACL SIGUR’s meeting IWCLUL is organised in conjunction with Electronic
writing of the peoples of the Russian federation (EWPRF 2021) in Syktyvkar, Russia, the actual event
was organised Online only due to the situation in 2021. This is the seventh event in the series and second
hosted in Russia.

For the current proceedings of The Seventh International Workshop on Computational Linguistics for
Uralic Languages, we accepted 8 high-quality submissions about topics ranging from overviews and
insights into traditional language technology and resources all the way to modern neural network
approaches in Uralic context and speech technology. The papers cover a wide range of Uralic languages
from Finnish and North Sámi to Udmurt and Komi-Zyrian with several papers giving insight on whole
range of Uralic langauges. Whereas some papers describe language-specific research, others compare
different languages or work on small Uralic languages in general. These contributions are all very
important for the preservation and development of Uralic languages as well as for future linguistic
investigations on them.

As the conference is organised in collaboration with EWPRF, we have two full days of presentations as
well as a round table, a regular business meeting of ACL SIGUR and time for discussions. The current
proceedings include written papers of all of the IWCLUL oral presentations.

— The board of ACL SIGUR, October 13, 2021, Online / Syktyvkar
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A never-published atlas of Udmurt dialects
Fejes, László

Hungarian Language Center for Linguistics
fejes.laszlo@gmail.com

Abstract

In the first decade of the 21th century, an atlas of Udmurt dialects was pre-
pared for publication. Although hundreds of maps and legends were completed,
due to no hope for publication, the project was never finished. The paper de-
scribes the material the atlas was based on, how the collection of exercise books
was digitized and prepared for the purpose of a dialectal atlas, and how the atlas
was generated from the data. The paper also presents some decisions that had to
be made during the preparation of the atlas. Finally, the never-published atlas is
compared to the published atlas of Udmurt dialects. Despite that the history of
the atlas is far from a success story, it shows that, if data are available, a linguistic
atlas can be produced even using low-budget tools, in a do-it-yourself way.

Пуштросэз

Кызь одӥгетӥ даурлэн нырысетӥ аръёсаз удмурт диалектъёсъя атлас
поттыны дасямын вылэм. Кӧня ке сю карта но солы символъёсын валэк-
тонъёс лэсьтэмын вылэм но, сое поттыны осконлык ышем бере, ужез пу-
мозяз вуттӥллямтэ. Та статья маде, кыӵе материал-тодэтъёс вылэ пыкъясь-
кыса атлас лэсьтэмын вылэм, кызьы но кыӵе тетрадьёс та атласлы шуы-
са дасямын но дигитализировать каремын вал. Статьялэн пумаз поттымтэ
атлас мукетыныз, удмурт диалектъёсын поттэм атласэн ӵошатэмын. Ат-
ласлэн историез азинэс ӧй вал ке но, со возьматыны быгатэ: тодэтъёс вань
дыръя кылъя атласэз, дунтэм тӥрлыкъёсты уже кутыса но, “киуж амалэн”
дасяны луэ.

1 Introduction
Usually, IWCLUL papers present current achievements in computational approaches
to Uralic languages. This paper is exceptional in the sense that it presents a more-
than-a-decade-old project, which got stuck in its final phase, although it could have
produced an (almost) unprecedented result: an atlas of the Udmurt dialects (based on
its working title, Удмурт вераськетъёсъя атлас, henceforward УВА). The word ”al-
most” indicates that the first volume of another atlas of Udmurt dialects (Насибуллин
et al. (2009), henceforward ДАУЯ) was published approximately at the same time
when the discussed atlas should/could have been published. Interestingly, the two
atlases are so different in their aims and methods, that they cannot even be consid-
ered competitors. As ДАУЯ was the first atlas of the Uralic languages of the Russian

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Federation, it could have been an interesting situation that Udmurt, the only Uralic
language with a dialect atlas, could have immediately two of them.

The reasons for the project got stuck are complex. First of all, there was no hope
to get financial support for publication. Online publication in PDF format was out of
question for several reasons. The main reason is that if the atlas is available online, it
is even more hopeless to get financial support to publish it in print. The prestige of an
online publication is much lower even today than the prestige of a publication in print,
and the difference was even more considerable more than a decade ago. It seemed
reasonable to wait for better circumstances. Moreover, the author had permission
from the Department of General and Finno-Ugric Linguistics of the Udmurt State
University to use the data collected by them for the purpose of publishing a printed
atlas. For the same reason, the publication of the bare database was also out of the
question. In addition, the author had to leave academia in 2010 and worked outside
academia for a living, without time and force to work on the atlas, including search
for financial support for publication. When the author could return to research in
2016, he had very different tasks and could find time at least to document the former
project only recently.

Section 2 presents where the idea for УВА came from. In Section 3, it is described
how a digitally processable data set was produced from the available material. Sec-
tion 4 discusses the way of generating an atlas from these data. Section 5 outlines
the differences between УВА and ДАЯЛ. Section 6 contains some thoughts on the
possible future of the УВА project.

2 Background
Ever since the middle of the 1980s, the students of Udmurt philology at the Udmurt
State University have had to collect dialect materials from their home village in the
second year of their study, and almost every year, they have gone to an expedition
together at the end of the year to collect similar materials. The collected material,
hand-written into exercise books, consists of two types: texts and the answers to a
questionnaire, which will be shortly presented in 2.1. In 2004, the author learnt that
a large number of questionnaires were stocked in the rooms of the Department of
General and Finno-Ugric Linguistics of the Udmurt State University, not used for any
linguistic purposes. Despite that the reliability of the material can be questioned (see
2.2), the author thought this collection was too valuable to be left untouched. The
most straightforward idea was to make a dialect atlas based on the material. To make
an atlas, survey sites have to be chosen — in 2.3, the applied method will be presented.

2.1 The 400 word program

The questionnaire mentioned above was put together by Valentin Kelmakovich Kel-
makov, a (if not the) leading specialist of Udmurt dialectology. It is difficult to deter-
mine when the survey was assembled or first published, but the earliest exercise book
with the questionnaire is dated to 1983. For the atlas, Кельмаков (2002) was used as
a reference.

The questionnaire consists of 400 questions (the name the 400 word program —
Udmurt 400 кылъем программа — comes from this). In most of the cases, the field-
worker says a Russian word or phrase, which the consultant has to translate into
Udmurt. The fieldworker has to try to find a form relevant to the phenomenon the
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question serves to observe. E.g. question 221 should observe the use of affricates
in the given dialect, and asks for the word ‘good’ (‘добрый, хороший’): /d͡ʑet͡ɕ/ ∼
/d͡ʑeɕ/. However, in some dialects, this word is absent or used in a very restricted
way, in some greeting forms. If the consultant answers with another word meaning
‘good’, the fieldworker has to record the given form but also to try to ask for syn-
onyms, or ask for the greeting forms containing the searched word. Of course, these
rules are applicable for the questions on phonological and morphological phenomena,
but not for lexical questions. In addition, there are also semantic questions, when the
consultants are given an Udmurt word and they have to translate it into Russian.

The questionnaire consist of 309 questions on phonology,¹ 69 questions on mor-
phology,² 18 questions on the lexicon (vocabulary) and 4 questions on semantics.
In addition to the 400 questions, the fieldworker has to record 12 paradigm forms
(present tense, positive and negative 1SG …3PL forms) of two verbs (тодыны ‘to
know’, кутскыны ‘to begin’), i.e. there are 24 additional questions in the question-
naire.

2.2 The material collected

Between 1983 and 2004, more than 3000 exercise bookswere filledwith answers on the
questionnaire. The material is geographically unbalanced: since most of the students
come from Southern Udmurtia, especially from the environs of Izhevsk, it is not rare
that there are more than five, sometimes more than a dozen surveys from the same
settlement. Northern Udmurtia is much less documented, while data from the dialects
outside Udmurtia are rather sporadic.

In addition, the quality of the data is sometimes questionable. Data were collected
by students, not professional fieldworkers. Theoretically, they are checked by the
teachers, but, on the one hand, some exercise books seem to be unchecked (or checked
but not corrected); on the other hand, for lack of sound recordings, the teachers cannot
check whether the written data correspond to the answers given by the consultants.
In some cases, it is clear that the student did not understand the task (the recorded
answers are irrelevant to the studied phenomenon), or could not consistently record
the data. A typical case is when in the answers to the first questions, which aim to
reveal whether the dialect hasы /ɨ/,ы̆ /ı/̆ or ъ /ə̆/, ъ orы̆ is recorded in all the cases, but
later, in answers to other questions, only ы occurs. In addition, some exercise books
are clearly copied from others (self-evidently, these were not used for the project), and
it is possible that in some other cases, copying is not so conspicuous. Nonetheless,
basically the material seems to be reliable. Data from the same settlements usually
show more differences than one would expect if students simply copied the exercise
books from each other; however, they are quite consistent to be done at random.
Since the students usually document their own dialect, in a certain sense, they are
more competent fieldworkers than well-trained but outsider linguists.

¹In fact, in the Udmurt and Russian texts, they are called phonetic issues, but it seems that Udmurt (Rus-
sian?) linguistic tradition does not always make such a strict distinction between phonetics and phonology
as the western one. In any case, most of the problems observed by these questions should be classified as
phonological in the western tradition.

²In many cases, these are rather (morpho)phonological questions related to certain suffix morphemes.
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2.3 Preparing for an atlas: the choice of survey sites

Theoretically, all of the documented settlements could have been survey sites of the
atlas. This choice could have had two disadvantages. First of all, all the available
data should have been digitized, although many of these are redundant, because they
come from neighbouring settlements without considerable linguistic differences. In
addition, too dense survey sites make the map less readable. Moreover, since different
areas are documented at a different level, in some areas survey sites could have been
dense, while in other areas sparse. Even worse, the density differences would have
reflected the number of the students from the area, not the number of the Udmurt
settlements (or speakers).

Therefore, a rectangular gridwas formed on themapwith squares about 15×15 kms.
Each square got a two-character code: the first character (a-v) showed its latitude (a
is the southernmost, the latitude of Naberezhnye Chelny, while v the northernmost
border of Udmurtia), the second one (A-N) showed its longitude (A is the western-
most, N is the easternmost border of Udmurtia). For each square, one representative
settlement was chosen, usually the one which was documented by the most surveys.
Minimally two filled questionnaires were needed to appoint a survey site for the at-
las. Unfortunately, in some cases, the chosen villages, although belonging to different
squares of the grid, are quite close to each other, while some territories seem to be un-
covered. Finally, 81 survey sites where chosen in the territory of Udmurtia. Later, two
survey points were added from the Kirov Oblast (since here there were no settlements
documented by two questionnaires, the data from two different but close villages were
contracted in both cases) and two from Tatarstan, represented on the same map. In
addition, nine survey points were added from Tatarstan, five from Bashkortostan and
one-one from the Mari El and the Perm Oblast (nowdays Krai), respectively, which
were represented outside (under) the map .

Every survey site had a four-character location code consisting of two letters and
two digits. The first two characters showed which grid square it belonged to. In the
case of the sites represented outside the map, their first character was x, the second
corresponded to their relative position as they are represented under the map, which
more-or-less reflected their relative longitudinal position, but ignored the actual dis-
tances. The last two characters were digits, and they reflected the relative position
of the site in the grid square. Every square was divided into nine equal numbered
(5×5 km) squares: 5 was the central square, 1 is the northwestern and 9 is the south-
eastern corner. The third character reflected in which ninth the site lies in. In a similar
way, every 5×5 km square was divided into nine squares, and the position of the site
was specified further by the fourth character. This way, every site could be located
with 1–2 km accuracy (see Table 1).

3 From exercise books to data
After the survey sites had been chosen, the material of the exercise books had to be
digitized. Each exercise book was represented by one text file, containing exclusively
ASCII characters. The data (and the metadata) were simply typed in by the author of
the current article. The data were usually written in a well-readable hand, in addition,
as the possible answers to the questions formed an almost closed set, it was usually
relatively easy to find outwhat had been intended by the fieldworker. On the contrary,
metadata were sometimes written in a hardly readable cursive, and it was difficult to
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11 12 13 21 22 23 31 32 33
14 15 16 24 25 26 34 35 36
17 18 19 27 28 29 37 38 39
41 42 43 51 52 53 61 62 63
44 45 46 54 55 56 64 65 66
47 48 49 57 58 59 67 68 69
71 72 73 81 82 83 91 92 93
74 75 76 84 85 86 94 95 96
77 78 79 87 88 89 97 98 99

Table 1: The place of the survey site further specified by two numbers inside the
territory specified by two letters

а a е e и i о o у u
я ja э \e ы y ё jo ю ju
б b в v г g д d ж zh
з z й j к k м m н n
п p р r с s т t ф f
х kh ц c ч ch ш sh щ sch
ь ' ъ "

Table 2: The transcription applied in the text files for metadata and meaning given in
Russian

find out what is intended to be written (especially with personal names).
The files began with the metadata: every line contained one piece of data, be-

ginning with the data identifier (field name), followed by a colon and the data. The
identifiers were abbreviations based on Udmurt phrases, e.g. gunim: the name of the
village in Udmurt (гуртлэн удмурт нимыз), infvar: the year of birth of the con-
sultant (иинформантлэн вордскем арез), ljuk: the collector (fieldworker) (люкась)
etc. For the transcription for the metadata, see Table 2.

The linguistic data followed the metadata. Every line contained a three digit code
of the question and the answer, separated by a space. The paradigm forms forтодыны
‘to know’ and кутскыны ‘to begin’ were numbered 400–424.

The Cyrillic-based transcription used in the exercise books was transliterated to
a specific code inspired by the Prószéky code. The Prószéky (named after its inven-
tor, Gábor Prószéky)³ is an ASCII-based code developed originally for Old Hungarian
texts. The basic idea is that every letter missing from the English alphabet is encoded
with a combination of a letter and one or two digits, e.g. á: a1, ö: o2, ő: o3, č: c12, æ:
a36, ſ : s43, δ: d50, etc. In the transcription applied (see Table 3), a Roman letter or a
Roman letter and a digit corresponds to the original Cyrillic letter. However, there are
also some exceptions, e.g. some digits (8, 9) correspond to letters themselves, some
punctuation marks (", .) are also applied (since the data are words or, rarely, phrases,
these are not needed otherwise), and some other marks are also used (%, ').

If the lack of a form was indicated in the exercise book in any way, a mark hyphen
(-) was typed into the place of the data. If the form occurred just in a given phrase

³The first description of the transcription can be found in the unpublished manuscript Prószéky (1985).
The earliest use of the term Prószéky code (Prószéky-kód) is attested in Kornai (1985).
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а a а° a0 ӓ a2 и i эи i6
и i3 о o

^
о o1 о̇ o6 öъ o3

ö o2 ö° o4
˚
ö o5 у u ӱ u2

у u3 у̇ u5 ы y ы° y0 ӹ y2
ы y3 ы̆ y7 ъ 9 ъ 93 ь 8
э e

^
э e1

ˇ
э e3 э e3 ˙ %

б b в v β W w w ў u7
г g д d Д D д′ d1 д′ӟ d5
ж zh ӝ xh ӝ′ x4 з z з′ z1
з′′ z" ӟ x ӟ′′ x" й j й j7
к k ’к k3 л l л′ l1 l lh
м m м m7 н n н′ n1 η q
н̣ n. п p р r с s с′ s1
с′′ s" с′ s6 т t т′ t1 т′ч t5
т t7 ф f х X ц C ц′ C1
ч c ч′ c1 ч c7 ӵ ch ӵ′ c4
ӵ c6 ш sh щ s1s1 ’ '

Table 3: The transcription applied in the text files for Udmurt dialect data

(as /d͡ʑet͡ɕ/ ‘good’ in /d͡ʑet͡ɕ lu/ ‘good bye’), the phrase was presented after a backslash
(\).

If a synonym was given instead of the expected form, the hyphen was followed
by an equals sign (=) and then came the synonym. If the answer was missing (but
the lack of the asked item was not indicated), a question mark (?) was written. Any
evidently wrong data were written following a question mark as well.

If there weremore variants given to the question, they were separated by a comma
(,). If the meaning of the word was given in Russian in the exercise book, it was
encoded following a hashmark (#) in the transcription similar to the one used for
metadata. If the verbal paradigm forms contained a personal pronoun as well, they
were written after the verb form separated by an at sign (@).

4 From data to atlas
The idea was to generate an atlas from the text files as automatically as possible. It
is important, because this way a new version of the atlas can be done any time (after
correcting mistakes, adding new files or even survey sites, changing the way of data
representation, the structure of the atlas, etc.). Therefore, a modular process was
designed, in which a Unix shell script managed the whole process (all the work was
done in Linux), calling Perl scripts and using simple shell commands (such as uniq
and sort).

In principle, the basic task was rearrangement. While the source text files con-
tained the answers given at one survey site at one occasion, in the atlas, answers
given to the different questions had to be represented on a different map each; on
each map, data for each survey had to be presented, grouped due to the survey sites,
even similar data for the same survey site must be grouped together (symbolized by
the same sign). In addition, for every map, each type of data must be associated with
a map sign (manually, at least for the first time), and for each map, a legend must be
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generated, which must enlist all the used signs and all the data they are associated
with.

The result was a LATEX source file, which had to be compiled by LATEX, and the
DVI file could be converted to PostScript or PDF, which was ready for printing. An
example of an atlas map is presented in Figure 1.

It must be stressed that flexibility is an essential property of the whole approach
to the atlas. This means that most of the things done in a particular way could have
been done in a different way. However, the description of the decisions made can also
demonstrate the possibilities.

The processed material was restricted to the first 396 questions of the question-
naire. These ask for an Udmurt equivalent of a Russian word or phrase, i.e. the an-
swer is an Udmurt word (or phrase). Questions 397–400 ask for the meaning of a
given Udmurt word, that is, the answer is a Russian word (or phrase). Therefore, a
different code is needed to process these answers, the coding of which was delayed,
and later, seeing no hope for publication, the needed script was never written. The
maps for the paradigm forms of two verbs (тодыны ‘to know’, кутскыны ‘to begin’)
were omitted for a different reason. While all other questions are targeted to explore
a given dialectal phenomenon, in these cases, there is no explicit problem the data
should answer to. The maps could have been done from several standpoints, but ask-
ing novel research questions was out of the scope of the project; therefore, these maps
were not prepared. (Representing all variants on the map had no sense, see below.)

The atlas basically consisted of the maps and the legends belonging to them, there
were no accompanying comments. Despite that, the atlas had a title and contained
some texts; therefore, the language of it had to be chosen. It was decided that the atlas
will be bilingual: Udmurt for the sake of the language community and English for the
international public.

Since there were 396 maps derived and all of them had to have a separate legend
(although theoretically the legend could have been placed on the map, for the sake
of readability and for aesthetic reasons, this solution was rejected), the length of the
whole atlas was about 800 pages. Moreover, the legend sometimes was much shorter
than a page, sometimes it exceeded a page length. In addition, it had to be prepared
for the addition of explanations to each map. Since every map begins a new page,
and each map should be presented on the same side, it could take up very much place.
Therefore, it was decided that the map will be presented in two volumes: the first con-
tains the maps, the second one contains the legends (and, desirably, the explanations
in the future).

As it was mentioned above, the maps showed the territory of Udmurtia, and the
Periferic Southern Dialects (PSDs), spoken farther from Udmurtia, were represented
under the maps. This solution was chosen because if the PSDs had been represented
on the map, the territory of Udmurtia would have been overly compressed. Moreover,
PSDs are relatively dispersed, and their representation on their exact place does not
add much to our understanding of the dialectal distribution of the given phenomena.
In addition, PSDs are poorly represented in our material. Nonetheless, it would have
been possible to represent every survey site on their exact place. Similary, it would
have been possible to ”magnify” any territory on the map and examine the isoglosses
more closely (especially where more survey sites could be added).

The survey sites are not represented on an exact geographical map as a back-
ground. As orientation points, six significant settlements of Udmurtia (Izhevsk, Glazov,
Votkinsk, Sarapul, Mozhga, Igra) and Agryz (which belongs to Tatarstan, but whose
area protrudes into the territory of Udmurtia) are indicated. In addition, the north-
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Figure 1: A map from the atlas (332. ‘по овргагу’ – ‘along/through the ravine’, for
the legend, see Figure 2)
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eastern, northern and western borders of the Udmurt Republic is also schematically
represented.

Many dialect atlases tend to show just one form (meaning, etc.) for one survey site.
However, our everyday experience shows that dialects and even individual speakers
exhibit variability. Variability can be attested in the material of the atlas as well. In
many cases, data collected by different fieldworkers and from different consultants
differ; the exercise books sometimes contain more possible answers for the question.
It was decided that the atlas should reflect the local diversity of dialects; therefore, all
data must be represented. However, since the dialect of some sites are documented in
more than a dozen exercise books, it makes no sense to put all data on the map. On
the other hand, if a form is documented seven times at a site, and another only once,
it would be misleading to represent them in the same way. Therefore, if a piece of
data on a site occurred just once, it was smaller, if more than four times, bigger than
the sign for two to four pieces of data.

However, only relevant diversity was reflected on eachmap. That is, if the question
of the questionnaire asked for the quality of a consonant, the differences of vowels
were not reflected by the signs. On the one hand, this is practical for the sake of
readability; on the other hand, it helps to eliminate the errors of the fieldworkers
similar to the one mentioned in Section 2.2.

For the sake of keeping the printing cost low, no colourswere used in the atlas. The
signs chosen to represent the data where taken from the MnSymbol package of LATEX:
triangles (turned into different directions, filled and unfilled), squares, diamonds, cir-
cles (all filled and unfilled, containing different patterns), stars (asterisks, different
forms and number of points). The signs were chosen in a way that their similarities
could reflect the similarities of the linguistic data (e.g., data represented by filled tri-
angles and filled circles resemble one another in a way; while data represented by
filled triangles and unfilled triangles are similar in another way.).

The linguistic data are presented in three transcriptions: in Cyrillic based Udmurt
dialect transcription – see Кельмаков (1998, 44–50) or Кельмаков (2002, 49–56) – for
the language community, IPA for the international audience, and Finno-Ugric tran-
scription for western traditional Finno-Ugrists. An example is represented on Fig-
ure 2.

5 The differences between the two dialect atlases of Ud-
murt

An important difference is that while ДАУЯ aims to present a full and balanced pic-
ture of the Udmurt dialects, the purpose of УВА is to make use of an incomplete and
unbalanced, but already existing collection. Moreover, this collection is constantly
growing, and hopefully will grow until Udmurt is spoken or Udmurt philology is
taught at the Udmurt University.

By digitizing new exercise books, new survey sites can be added, and the maps can
be completed with data for the territories undocumented up to this point relatively
easily. On well-documented areas, the survey sites can be mademore dense, and more
detailed maps of these territories can be produced by relatively small modifications
of the scripts. The data for УВА have been collected during a long period (at the time
of the preparation, about twenty years, but since then more than thirty years), that is
different survey sites can be represented by data from different times. However, on

9
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Figure 2: An example of the legend (332. ‘по овргагу’ – ‘along/through the ravine’,
for the map, see Figure 1

well-documented territories, it might be possible to do longitudinal analysis and to
reveal linguistic change.

Unfortunately, some territories, especially outside Udmurtia and Northern Ud-
murtia, are poorly represented by УВА. Although the number of the blank spots can
be decreased, especially by organizing ”expeditions” to these territories, it is a cost-
sensitive and time-consuming issue. Moreover, even if special attention is paid to the
less-documented areas, the documentation level of different territories will never be
balanced. On the contrary, there are no similar problems with ДАУЯ.

From an aesthetic point of view, УВА falls short of ДАУЯ, and even the exact iden-
tification of the survey sites on the map is challenging. However, the main purpose is
not documenting the survey sites, but to give a general impression on the distribution
of certain forms.

Themost important difference is thatwhile УВАpresents the distribution of phono-
logical and morphological features, and only minimally considers lexical differences,
ДАУЯ deals exclusively with lexical issues. As a consequence, the two atlases com-
plement each other, and together they can provide a more complete picture of the
Udmurt dialects.

Finally, УВА was prepared based on an existing material and using low-budget
tools in a do-it-yourself way. Evidently, the circumstances have changed since the
atlas was made, and many things should be done in a very different way today (and
even could have been done better at that time). But as this case study shows, making
an atlas is not an unachievable purpose even for individual researchers if the linguistic
material is available.
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6 The future
The simplest way to finish the project would be to find financial support for a printout
version, generate the missing maps, possibly improve the appearance, and publish the
atlas. However, knowing the circumstances, this scenario seems to be unrealistic.

If we think about online publication, publication in a PDF format is not expedi-
ent. It would be much more reasonable to take advantage of the opportunities of-
fered by technology, and to publish maps in an interactive format (e.g. based on
OpenStreetMaps), when the user can zoom in and out depending whether they are
interested in a specific territory or the general view. However, this would need a
completely new way of generating maps from the data, although based on the same
principles.

Nonetheless, such a decision is quite risky because of the fast change in technol-
ogy. For example, in 2006 it could seem a good idea to publish an atlas on CD ROM,
which, depending on the technological details, could be completely unusable today.
While the preservation of printout books has established standards, web sites easily
perish and vanish from the Internet, especially when nobody is involved in them in
the hosting institute, if not as an author, at least as a user. As a consequence, online-
only publication is not always a completely responsible decision even today.
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Abstract

We present the results of a year-long ef-
fort to create an electronic version of
V. I. Abaev’s Historical-etymological dic-
tionary of Ossetic. The aim of the project
is two-fold: first, to create an English trans-
lation of the dictionary; second, to provide
it (in both its Russian and English version)
with a semantic markup that would make it
searchable across multiple types of data and
accessible for machine-based processing.
Volume 1, whose prelimiary version was
completed in 2020, used the TshwaneLex
(TLex) platform, which is perfectly ade-
quate for dictionaries with a low to medium
level of complexity, and which allows for
almost WYSIWYG formatting and simple
export into a publishable format. However,
due to a number of limitations of TLex, it
was necessary to transition to a more flex-
ible and more powerful format. We set-
tled on the Text Encoding Initiative — an
XML-based format for the computational
representation of published texts, used in a
number of digital humanities projects. Us-
ing TEI also allowed the project to transi-
tion from the proprietary, closed system of
TLex to the full range of tools available for
XML and related technologies. We discuss
the challenges that are faced by such large-
scale dictionary projects, and the practices
that we have adopted in order to avoid com-
mon pitfalls.

1 Introduction

Digital lexicography is currently experiencing rapid
development. With the transition to computerized

publishing, most dictionaries are from the start con-
ceived of as structured databases, with the print ver-
sion being only one medium of many — and not a
primary one at that. This, in most cases, presup-
poses a structure of lexical entries that is consider-
ably different from that of earlier print dictionaries,
where automatic processing was not an issue and the
data were structured so as to be accessible in printed
form. Major continuing publications (such as, for
example, the Oxford English Dictionary (OED,
2021)) have already made the transition to digital
formats. However, this is mainly true for large lan-
guages, where dictionaries are regularly published
by stable teams having reliable financial support
from state research institutions or private compa-
nies. For smaller languages, especially for minority
languages, many dictionaries still only remain avail-
able in print (at best, scanned) form, with no possi-
bility of automatic digitization due to the complex-
ity of their structure and the inherent irregularity
of their practical decisions (entry structure, choice
of typefaces, etc.). Even when new dictionaries
are published by local research teams, they are of-
ten prepared for typesetting as monolithic word-
processor documents, making them largely equiv-
alent to traditional print dictionaries prepared from
card-catalogues — searchable by text, but without
any semantic markup ormore complex querymech-
anisms. This situation severely biases the range of
lexicographical data available to researchers work-
ing on individual languages and in lexical typology
— even when the dictionaries exist and are of a con-
siderably high quality, they are virtually unavailable
for automatic query and analysis.
This paper describes an attempt to fill this gap for

Ossetic — an Iranian language spoken in the Cau-
casus by approximately 500 000 people. Ossetic is
relatively well-documented lexicographically: bilin-
gual (Abaev, 1970; Kasaev and Guriev, 1993; Taka-
zov, 2003) andmonolingual (Gæbæraty et al., 1999)
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dictionaries exist for both major dialects (Iron
and Digor), and due to the effort of Ossetic lan-
guage enthusiasts these have been converted into
the ABBYY Lingvo format and an online search-
able database (Iriston.com, 2004), which, while not
ideal for research purposes and having some limita-
tions, may at least be queried by headword.
However, the main lexicographic resource for

Ossetic is still Vasily Ivanovič Abaev’s fundamen-
tal, four-volume Historical-etymological dictionary
of Ossetic (Abaev, 1958–1989) (henceforth AbD).
This dictionary is not only one of the best etymo-
logical dictionaries available for any Iranian lan-
guage (Zgusta, 1991), but also a very detailed de-
scriptive, bilingual (Ossetic-Russian) dictionary —
with the quality of definitions and the number of il-
lustrative examples far surpassing that of all other
Ossetic dictionaries. This dictionary still lacks a
digital version, for obvious reasons: the structure
of entries is complex and not trivial to capture in a
standard dictionary format; the etymologies include
examples from many different languages with di-
verse scripts that cannot be reliably OCR’d; manual
verification should be undertaken. A further prob-
lem is that AbD is not available in English, mak-
ing it unaccessible to scholars who do not fluently
read Russian. By both digitizing and translating
AbD, one would automatically provide a solid ba-
sis to further digital lexicographic work on Ossetic
while also providing scholars with an English-based
lexicographic resource for this language.
Therefore, with the encouragement of the

Moscow Ossetian Fraternity (whose help and sup-
port we gratefully acknowledge), in the end of 2020
we began preliminary work on the project of both
translating and digitizing AbD (including the Rus-
sian version, which should in any case be available
as a benchmark against which uncertain parts of the
translation can be verified). By the end of 2020, a
first draft of the translation and database was pre-
pared, published in a small number of copies in
book form (Èto Kavkaz, 2020). This paper docu-
ments our experience with this project while high-
lighting the advantages and drawbacks of different
approaches, and attempting to establish a best prac-
tice that could hopefully be used This was preceded
by a preliminary analysis of the structure of Abaev’s
lexical entries, described in section 2. Section 3
describes the choice of TshwaneLex (TLex) (Joffe
et al., 2021) as the software platform and the gen-
eral structure as it was implemented by the end of

2020, and the disadvantages of TLex for a dictio-
nary with a structure like AbD’s. Finally, in section
4 we describe the transition to the Text Encoding
Initiative (TEI) (The TEI Consortium, 2021) frame-
work and the corresponding workflow, which solves
most of the problems that we had with TLex and
can serve as a useful foundation for further work
on similar lexicographic projects — in particular
for Uralic languages, given that a large number of
similar legacy dictionaries are available for many
of these languages, and Ossetic itself (unlike most
other Iranian languages) is typologically similar to
Uralic.

2 The structure of a dictionary entry in
AbD

The overall structure of a mid-sized AbD lexical en-
try (that includes all the core elements but lacks ad-
ditional complexities) can be illustrated by the lex-
eme ad ‘taste’, shown in Figure 1.
The entry can be subdivided into several clearly

distinguished elements:

1. The headword, with a possible dialectal Digor
form (separated from the main word by a ver-
tical line).

2. One or more senses, which consist of, most
frequently, of short glosses in quotation marks,
with possible additional comments.

3. An optional set of one or more subentries (id-
iomatic expressions or derivates from the head-
word), separated from each other by commas
or semicolons; each subentry is a “mini-entry”
in its own right, which may include several
senses and its own examples.

4. One or more groups of examples; the group
itself is separated by the surrounding content
(including other example groups) by a dash,
and examples are separated from each other by
semicolons. The logic that stands behind using
several groups of examples, rather than putting
all exampels in one group, is in the general case
not discernable. Sometimes both senses and
example groups are numbered, in which case
the group correspond to senses with the same
numerical index.

5. An optional additional set of subentries.

6. A possible additional example group follow-
ing the second set of subentries; only occurs
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Figure 1: AbD entry for ad ‘taste’.
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when the first block of example group(s) is also
present.

7. The etymology, preceded by the tilde sign,
which is essentially rich text which includes ci-
tations of forms from Ossetic and other lan-
guages (with the abbreviated language name
typeset in bold) and bibliographic references.

This overall structure is of course a simplifica-
tion: deviations from it are found in the dictionary,
which is rather natural considering that the lexical
entries were compiled by hand. However, in gen-
eral, apart from the etymology, it is clear that the
structure is relatively rigid so that it can be cap-
tured by a dictionary platform that allows custom
data structures.

3 The TLex implementation
There are many lexicographic tools for linguists
available today; the most popular ones are SIL Tool-
box (SIL International, 2010) and Lexique Pro (SIL
International, 2009), based on the Standard Format
(SFM); and a more complex system implemented in
SIL FieldWorks Language Explorer, or FLEx (SIL
International, 2021). All these tools, while powerful
and user-friendly, are aimed at field linguists docu-
menting previously undescribed languages, and are
ill-suited for a dictionary with such a non-standard
structure as AbD. The standard tool for etymologi-
cal dictionaries, StarLing (Starostin and Starostin,
2003), while powerful, is not suited for our pur-
poses: it is rather deterministic, with the main aim
being to capture exact etymological relationships,
while AbD is in many cases ambiguous as to the
exact etymology. Making an exact choice for an et-
ymon is already an analytic decision that is beyond
the scope of a digitization / translation project. Fur-
thermore, StarLing provides little in terms of se-
mantic markup. Therefore, we decided to choose
another tool, also popular among digital lexicogra-
phers: TshwaneLex, or TLex (Joffe et al., 2021).
This platform has been successfully used for nu-
merous dictionary projects, notably the Beserman
Udmurt dictionary, which has a complex structure
comparable to that of AbD (Serdobolskaya et al.,
2021). It is essentially a frontend to a highly cus-
tomizable XML data structure. In particular, it is
possible to define not only additional fields (as in
FLEx), but a system of nested elements; impor-
tantly, the elements may contain mixed content with
tags and PCDATA — this is essential for markup

in the etymology to work correctly, as, of course,
no rigid structure can account for the free-form text
in Abaev’s etymological descriptions. Accordingly,
TLEx was used to implement a general dictionary
structure that mimics the structure of Abaev’s en-
tries:

LemmaSign as an attribute (according to TLex
usage), with optional LemmaVariant (for
comma-separated orthographic / phonetic
variants), Participle (verbs are quoted with
participle forms, which are generally irregular)
and DigorForm (for Digor dialectal forms, if
they differ from Iron).

PreSubentryGroup (0+) a group of one or more
subentries that precedes the first group of ex-
amples.

ExampleGroup (0+) the first set of example
blocks;

PostSubentryGroup (0+) the second block of
subentries;

ExampleGroup (0+) the second set of example
blocks;

Etymology with mixed content.

The structure of the same lexical entry ad ‘taste’
in TLex is shown in Figure 2.
The structure approximates AbD’s structure rel-

atively well and was used to successfully finish the
translation of Vol. 1 of the dictionary. However,
even from this general description of the structure,
some problems are immediately apparent. For ex-
ample, the difference between PreSubentryGroup
and PostSubentryGroup seems to be completely ar-
tificial: these elements have exactly the same inter-
nal structure and display style. Following the logic
of XML markup, they should definitely be assigned
to the same element type.
The reason for this representation is the way

TLex handles the order of elements: Unlike plain
XML, where document order is always relevant,
TLex ignores the order of elements in the XML
source, only the structure is taken into account. This
provides the advantage of being able to freely re-
order elements using the built-in styling system. But
the disadvantage is that it is practically impossible
to differentiate between two or more elements that
stand in different positions.
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Figure 2: The TLex representation of ad ‘taste’

This leads to another artificial solution: the split-
ting of <Comment> elements into <PreComment>
(before parent element) and <PostComment> (af-
ter parent element). But even this sometimes leads
to absurd situation. For example, in our model, ex-
ample texts and translations were originally repre-
sented by the attributes @text and @tr(_ru,en). A
PreComment would then precede the example and
a PostComment would follow the translation. Some
examples, however, have a comment that stands be-
tween the example and the translation:

<PreComment> @text <MidComment>??
@tr <PostComment>
Clearly, a proliferation of <MidComment>-like

elements is undesirable, because the range of possi-
ble comment positions can never be fully accounted
for. The eventual solution was to repesent the ex-
ample text and translation by elements (<Example-
Text>, <Translation>), not attributes — which is,
in fact, the natural way for XML, but not for TLex,
which heavily favours attribute values and where
adding new nested elements is a cumbersome pro-
cess that is prone to error.
Another problem is the handling of styles. Sur-

prisingly for an XML-based system (where CSS is
normally available), TLex has a rather simplistic
style system that cannot account for the element or
attribute’s context in any way. As seen in the above
example, AbD uses punctuation patterns that are by
themselves rather regular, but difficult for human
annotators to consistently handle without error. It is

therefore desireable to insert such regular punctua-
tion automatically. In TLex, this can be done only
by scripts written in an internal lua-based language.
For example, the following code inserts a space be-
fore a <Source> (reference to an example source)
that follows a <PostComment> element.
local prev = gCurrentNode:GetPrevious();
if prev ~= nil then

if prev:GetElementTypeID() == 10079
then

gCurrentStyle:SetBeforeG(" ");
end

end

The same functionality is easily captured in CSS
by a single line:

PostComment + Source::before {
content: '' ''}
The scripts are unnecessarily complex, written

in a poorly documented language, and difficult
to maintain; they may be adequate for compara-
tively minor dynamic styling, but as the project pro-
ceeded, it became clear that a large number of them
is required. This made the dynamic punctuation
practically unmanageable and difficult to debug.
A definite advantage of the TLex approach is

support for controlled vocabularies, which here are
called attribute lists (i.e. lists of possible values
for certain attributes). However, this is not without
a caveat: when server-based collaborative editing
is used, any change to these attribute lists requires
locking the whole database while making sure that
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all users have saved their data and logged out. This
means that such trivial changes require an incompa-
rable amount of effort, which complicates and slows
down work on the dictionary.
To be sure the chief problem with using TLex

for the AbD project is not that this is a bad piece of
software — in fact, it is one of the best, if not the
best, “off-the-shelf” dictionary creation tools cur-
rently available on the market. However, TLex’s use
of XML is more suitable for relatively flat database
structures where most of the information is stored
in attributes. The use of mixed data and nested tags
is complex and is not something TLex has been de-
signed for. It is an adequate tool for new dictionary
projects that follow a more modern, sense-based
structure, or for digitization projects that also over-
haul the structure of the original. When the aim is to
represent the original as faithfully as possible, TLex
is not the right tool for the job.

4 The TEI approach
When Volume 1 was finished, work began on con-
verting the dictionary format to Text Encoding Ini-
tiative (TEI) Guidelines [REF], which define a set
of tags and constraints for representation of texts in
digital form. An immediate advantage of TEI com-
pared to TLex is that, unless new tags are defined
(which is seldom needed, because TEI is a very de-
tailed standard) or existing tags abused, each ele-
ment has a well-described semantics that is imme-
diately accessible to any external observer, due to
the structure being associated with the TEI names-
pace. TEI also represents displayed content primar-
ily in elements rather than attributes (consistent with
XML practice, which is, after all, a markup lan-
guage) and is fully compatible with mixed-content
elements. Thus, the example above is represented
in TEI as follows:
<cit type="example">

<note type="comment">
…(precomment)…

</note>
<quote>

…(ex. text)…
</quote>
<note type="comment">

…("midcomment")…
</note>
<cit type="translation"

xml:lang=''ru''>
…(translation)…

</cit>
<note type="comment">

…("postcomment")…
</note>

</cit>

Note the use of standard IETF BCP 47 (Network
Working Group, 2009) language tags — this also
allows interoperability and is implemented not only
for English and Russian, but also for the Ossetic di-
alects and all languages cited in etymologies. The
specific language strings can then be generate “on-
the-fly” when the dictionary is converted (via XSLT
or a similar transformation) into a publishable doc-
ument.
An important feature of TEI is that it can

be customize so that only the subset of all
tags and attributes is selected that is actu-
ally required for a given project. This is
done via files of a format called ODD (One
Document Does (All)); our TEI customiza-
tion is freely available in a GitHub repository:
https://github.com/abaevdict/tei-abaev.
This customization, of course, still remains rather
redundant, allowing more than actually occurs; it
could be constrained to resemble something like the
rigid TLex schema above, but this is not required
and in fact harmful, because further entries may
include additional elements that have not been
envisaged from prior experience (this being, after
all, a legacy print dictionary).
The complex nested structures illustrated above

can be edited in a user-friendly manner in mod-
ern XML editors such as Oxygen [REF], which
we chose for this project. The editor natively sup-
ports TEI and allows “AuthorMode” editing, which,
styled with appropriate CSS, becomes almost a
WYSIWYG model (see Figure 3). This signifi-
cantly simplified work for the annotators, compared
to TLex, where results are displayed in real-time,
but the attributes and text values themselves have to
be edited in a separate part of the screen.
The Oxygen customization, especially its

CSS styles, are available on GitHub: https://
github.com/abaevdict/abaev-tei-oxygen.
The dictionary itself is split into multiple files,
one file for each entry (generated from TLex
using an XSLT transformation); the files are
included in a single master file via XInclude. All
dictionary data is also in a GitHub repo: https:
//github.com/abaevdict/abaevdict-tei.
Collaborative editing can be done via standard
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Figure 3: The representation of ad ‘taste’ in Oxygen’s Author mode

Git mechanisms, which is essentially error-proof,
because each annotator keep a full local copy of the
database on their machine. The use of GitHub also
allows for undisruptively making modifications to
the schema files: the annotators need only pull the
relevant repositories, without the need to “lock”
the database.
The elements corresponding to the TLex struc-

ture illustrated above are as follows:

form the head word (with the @type = 'lemma'
property) or various variants (with @type =
'dialectal' or @type = 'inflected',
and various subtypes of inflected forms);

sense the sense information block that contains
definitions or translations in Russian or En-
glish;

re corresponds to (Pre/Post)SubentryGroup; the
xGroups are not actually needed because TEI
XML is position-aware.

cit with @type = 'exampleGroup' is admit-
tedly a slight deviation from TEI semantics,
given that an example group is not an exam-
ple itself. However, it is fairly close, because
it may only containt cit elements which are
examples.

etym the etymology block, with mixed content.

Thus, using TEI, the dictionary ends up with a
structure that is more complex in some sense, but at
the same time less rigid and having less limitations
than the TLex model.

5 Conclusion
This paper describes the experience of our research
group in an attempt to achieve a double aim: pro-
vide a translation of AbD and also digitize it, sup-
plying it with semantic markup. Of course, this is
not the first legacy dictionary project that utilizes
TEI (Du Fresne Du Cange et al., 1883–1887; Littré,
1863–1873),¹ but the specific challenge is unique
due to both its double aim and the complexity (and
partial ambiguity) of AbD’s structure. In the talk,
we will discuss the dictionary structure, its imple-
mentation in TLex and TEI, and the corresponding
problems in more detail, attempting to provide a set
of best practices for digitizing traditional etymolog-
ical dictionaries.
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Abstract
In this study we investigate the potential
of using Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR) for keyword spotting for four Uralic
languages: Finnish, Hungarian, Estonian
and Komi. These languages also represent
different levels on the high and low resource
continuum. Although the accuracy of the
ASR systems show there is a long way to
go, we show that they still have potential to
be useful for downstream tasks such as key-
word spotting. By using a simple text search
after running ASR, we are already able to
achieve an F1 score of between 0.15 and
0.33, a precision of nearly 0.90 for Estonian
and Hungarian, and a precision of 0.76 for
Komi.

Tiivistelmä
Tutkimus käsittelee puheentunnistuksen
käyttöä avainsanojen tunnistamisessa
neljällä uralilaisella kielellä, joita ovat
suomi, unkari, viro ja komisyrjääni. Nämä
kielet ovat myös eri tasoilla saatavilla
olevien resurssien määrän suhteen. Vaikka
varsinaiset puheentunnistusjärjestelmät
eivät välttämättä vielä toimi toivotulla
tavalla, osoitamme, että näitä teknologioita
voi jo hyödyntää eri tehtävissä, joista yksi
on avainsanojen tunnistus. Kokeissamme
avainsanat tunnistetaan suoraan puheen-
tunnistuksen tuottamasta tekstistä. Näin
saavutettu tarkkuus on verrattain korkea,
mutta herkkyys yhä melko matala.

1 Introduction
Very large quantities of audio recordings exist for
Uralic languages, as there is a long history of pri-

mary data collection. It is another question how
large a portion of these materials are adequately
archived, and if they are, whether they are find-
able and accessible. The situation is continuously
improving, and as different archives digitize their
collections, the material that can be used relatively
easily will keep increasing in size. At the same time
materials that are not transcribed, translated or an-
notated can be very challenging to work with. This
problem is not unique to the Uralic language mate-
rials, nor linguistic materials in general, but touches
archived data very widely.
Computational methods have been recognized as

one approach to this issue, and several of the re-
lated technologies already give very good results
(Blokland et al., 2019). When it comes to speech
data, it still remains a challenge to develop high
performance speech recognition for endangered or
low-resource languages (Xu et al., 2020; Stoian
et al., 2020). There has, however, been continu-
ous progress in this field to build tools and methods
that would allow integration of speech recognition
technology into language documentation workflows
(see i.e. Adams et al., 2020).
In this study we investigate the usability of using

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) for keyword
spotting for four Uralic languages: Finnish, Hun-
garian, Estonian and Komi. This way even ASR
models that currently have a lower accuracy could
be used effectively in some downstream tasks, of
which keyword spotting is an important one. For
example, there are often recordings that have ac-
companying notes or metadata, from which poten-
tial keywords can be extracted. In long recordings,
locating these sections is, however, very tedious and
slow to conduct manually. Keyword spotting would
allow easier navigation and verification work with
unannotated recordings.
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2 Wider context of archived multimedia
To contextualize even partly how large the scale
of unannotated but existing multimedia is, we use
Komi as the example in this section. Focus to Komi
in this section is also motivated by the fact that the
venue where our study is published is at Syktyvkar,
Komi Republic, and Komi is the only endangered
language which we address, and thereby the need to
accurately locate Komi materials also more urgent.
We are most familiar with the European archives,
and focus to those, although most substantial Komi
collections certainly are stored in Syktyvkar. The
first audio recordings of Permian Komi and Udmurt
were most likely done in 1911 (Денисов, 2014, 34),
which is now 110 years ago. This tells that the ma-
terials have accumulated for a long period already.
The Archive of Estonian Dialects and Finno-

Ugric Languages at the Institute of the Estonian
Language (Ermus et al., 2019) contains a large num-
ber of recordings in various Uralic languages, and
their online catalogue lists 212Komi recordings that
total in 19 hours. Most of their Komi materials have
been collected by Anu-Reet Hausenberg and Adolf
Turkin.
Similarly, the Institute for the Languages of

Finland contains large Komi collections. These
start with the work of Erkki Itkonen, who did a
fieldwork trip to Syktyvkar in 1958 an (Itkonen,
1958, 70). Very soon after this Günter Johannes
Stipa conducted similar trip (Stipa, 1962, 65–66).
We also have to highlight the collections Muusa
Vahros-Pertamo did in 1962 both with Zyrian and
Permian Komi dialects (Vahros-Pertamo, 1963).
These materials have not been published. In 1950s
and 1960s Erik Vászolyi conducted similar work,
and his recordings were later published (Vászolyi-
Vasse, 1999), but also copied by Pertti Virtaranta
to Helsinki. Also the recordings of Vászolyi do con-
tain several hours of unpublished materials, primar-
ily conversations. The case of Vászolyi is partic-
ularly interesting, as the same recordings must be
currently copied in several locations: Helsinki, Syk-
tyvkar, Budapest and Perth, Australia, where he was
last located before his death. These recordings are
approximately 20 hours.

3 Related work
Speech recognition has been previously studied on
all of these languages, and some earlier work on
keyword spotting also exists. For Finnish and Esto-
nian ASR technologies have already been developed

for a long period of time. Among the most recent
studies in Finnish ASR is Jain et al. (2020), and for
Estonian Alumäe et al. (2019). Enarvi et al. (2017)
addressed both of these languages at the same time.
A common point of research has been the need to
address sub-word segmentation in various ways, as
the agglutinative structure of these languages makes
the number of unseen word forms potentially very
high. At the same time, when the models have been
trained with data from media broadcasts and par-
liamentary proceedings, the recognition of various
conversational genres remains a challenge. Work on
keyword spotting, or document retrieval in general,
has been more scarce, but (Turunen and Kurimo,
2008) have studied the detection of morphemes
from unsegmented Finnish audio recordings.

Several experiments for Komi ASR have been
conducted, but the quality has not yet reached lev-
els where the models are particularly useful. The
steady progress the work has yielded, however, war-
rants optimism. In the first reported experiment
the results were extremely bad, but demonstrated
that in principle these systems can be trained with
the currently available data, and some insight was
shown to the roles the language models and transfer
learning may have in the training process (Hjort-
naes et al., 2020). A later study refined the lan-
guage model with online materials, which improved
the result considerably (Hjortnaes et al., 2020). All
these models used English as the source language
in transfer learning. Most recently an investiga-
tion was done about the possible use of other lan-
guages, and the transfer learning with Russian Com-
mon Voice data was tested (Hjortnæs et al., 2021).
The results improved due to changes in the Deep-
Speech architecture between different versions, but
the English transfer learning still gave better results
due to the quantity of data available. Further test-
ing of these models by the authors has shown that
producing an accurate transcript from a very clearly
pronounced Komi speech can work relatively well.
In real spontaneous speech the results are extremely
sporadic. However, since there is also a clear ra-
tio of correctly recognized words, or their parts, we
believe testing the model in real world scenarios for
other down stream tasks such as keyword spotting
could be very beneficial. When we search for words
we expect to occur in the text, we ignore the im-
pact of entirely incorrectly recognized words, and
by boosting the individual keywords we improve the
possibility of recognizing the words we want to find
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even further. Unfortunately this scenario is not en-
tirely realistic, as in many instances we cannot know
what themes and words are present. However, there
are also many instances where metadata containing
keyword and topic information exists, and the re-
searchers who have done the recordings often have
acute information about the topics covered, which
they may want to locate in the recordings more au-
tomatically.
Within the research of ASR at Uralic languages

we can also mention the study on Samoyedic lan-
guages by Partanen et al. (2020), where relatively
good accuracies were reported for single speaker
scenarios. In the context of minority languages spo-
ken in Russia, Wisniewski et al. (2020) also re-
ported recently on their experiment with Bashkir.
There have also been approaches to create keyword
spotting without an ASR system at the background
(van der Westhuizen et al., 2021).

4 Test data

In the test data we look at two compendia. The first
is the Common Voice (Ardila et al., 2020) collec-
tion of the data for Hungarian and Estonian, and the
second is the collection of available data for Finnish
and Komi. The datasets are described below, with
the first selection representing more artificial read
literary language sentences, and the second contain-
ing spontaneous spoken language.

4.1 Common Voice

Common Voice (Ardila et al., 2020) is a project
aimed at collecting speech data for all of the world’s
languages. One of the advantages of Common
Voice is that, for the languages supported, it pro-
vides a very convenient way to contribute and dis-
tribute voice recordings. The data consists of short
sentences, typically no longer than 10–15 tokens
which are read by a range of different speakers.
Readings longer than 10 seconds are discarded.
We followed the training process in Tyers and

Meyer (2021) to train speech recognitionmodels for
Hungarian and Estonian using the Common Voice
data. After training the models we extracted a num-
ber of keywords for the two languages from their
test sets. We selected all tokens that appeared more
than 5 times and that were 5 characters or longer.
This second constraint was to try and avoid closed
categories that would be unlikely to be used as key-
words (e.g. Hungarian és ‘and’ or Estonian on ‘is’).

4.2 Real-word data
As the experiments with Common Voice demon-
strate what can be donewith read speech, wewanted
to see how well the models would work with spon-
taneous speech of the type more typically found in
language archives.

4.2.1 Finnish
The Finnish test data is taken from a CC-BY li-
censed Samples of Spoken Finnish corpus (Institute
for the Languages of Finland, 2014), which contains
100 recordings of 50 Finnish dialects recorded pri-
marily in the 1960s and 1970s. What makes this
material particularly relevant is that the recordings
originated in the Finnish dialect documentation pro-
gram, which aimed to record 30 hours of dialect
materials from each Finnish municipality. By the
end of the 1970s the collections already contained
15,000 hours, and the currently available Finnish di-
alect materials, in the Institute for the Languages of
Finland alone, number 24,000 hours¹. The mate-
rials from which our sample is taken represents a
tiny fragment of the recordings that have ever been
published in any format.
We have selected five recordings from different

dialect regions, and tagged the transcriptions for
100 keywords. The recordings chosen from the
corpus were SKN03b_Palkane, SKN10b_Mikkeli,
SKN12a_Salla, SKN13b_Pihtipudas and
SKN18b_Rautalampi. The keyword tagging
is applied on this dataset, and the accuracy is
measured. We believe the Finnish results will
be generalizable to the wider context of archived
Finnish multimedia, at least what it comes to
this portion of the dialect recordings. We used
the normalized versions of the transcriptions, as
those are available in the corpus we used. Those
deviate in various ways from the original dialectal
representation, but the high variation between word
forms in different dialects would had made the
comparison of keywords challenging. In the further
work, the dialectal variants of the wordforms could
be mapped together to allow more dialect-aware
keyword search. At the same time, to our knowl-
edge, no ASR system has yet been trained that
would even start to address the phenomena met
in the dialectal Finnish, and the target of these
systems is usually modern literary Finnish. Also the
current training data for our Finnish ASR model

¹https://www.kotus.fi/aineistot/puhutun_
kielen_aineistot
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Source Language Autonym Locale Training # Clips # Speakers |V |
Ardila et al. (2020) Finnish Suomi fi 0:32:29 456 1 28
Ardila et al. (2020) Hungarian Magyar nyelv hu 4:17:04 3339 2 36
Ardila et al. (2020) Estonian Eesti keel et 5:00:16 2760 73 34
Hjortnaes et al. (2020) Komi Коми кыв kpv 38:56:02 53711 232 60

Table 1: Languages and data. The datasets used in training the speech recognition models that were used
in these experiments.

is basically in modern literary Finnish, as it was
trained using the read sentences from Common
Voice, making it poorly suited for dialectal data.

4.2.2 Komi
For Komi we used a story recorded by Erik Vàs-
zolyi (for various versions of ‘Ballad of the soft-
haired sister’ see Vászolyi-Vasse, 2001; Vászolyi-
Vasse and Lázár, 2010), described in a recent study
by (Blokland et al., 2021). This is a text that exists in
two variants, as it has been recorded both as a sung
and narrated version. The narrative version used in
this experiment is 17 minutes long. This text is par-
ticularly relevant for testing keyword recognition,
as it has culturally very relevant content to detect.
However, the sang version of the text was already
included in the training material of the model, in-
validating any results obtained from testing on that
data, and thereby excluded from comparison. Espe-
cially with the archival data, the same individual is
often recorded numerous times, so a situation where
some of their recordings are already included into
the model is not entirely unrealistic. As always, fur-
ther testing is obviously required with more speak-
ers and text types. Also for Komi we manually se-
lected 100 keywords that are represented in the text.
As this Komi text was recorded with a tape

recorded in 1966, it is very representative of
archived Komi materials that do exist in large quan-
tities in different archives. We described the wider
context of the archival recordings most familiar to
us in Section 2. This illustrates how one central goal
in work described here is to be able to better nav-
igate and access untranscribed archival recordings.
We describe the related methodology next.

5 Methodology
Keyword spotting is the task of finding specific
words in a given audio stream, often containing con-
tinuous speech. This has a wide variety of uses,
most notably keyword search and wake-word detec-
tion. Keyword searching is when you have a large

collection of audio saved on disk, and you want to
identify all the instances of certain word. This is es-
pecially useful for information retrieval scenarios,
and is easily generalizable to the situations where
we know something about the recordings, but not
exactly where which topic is discussed.

The task discussed in this study, keyword spot-
ting, is just one part of a larger pipeline that re-
lated technologies create. This involves text recog-
nition of already written transcriptions, and forced
alignment of the text with audio. Keyword spot-
ting usually predates a well functioning ASR, as it
can be, arguably, implemented before speech recog-
nition is yet fully established. In the longer per-
spective keyword tagging is also related to subject
indexing, where the topics and keywords are ex-
tracted from the document text. Such systems are
already successfully in use with larger Uralic lan-
guages, such as Finnish (Suominen, 2019). Indeed,
keyword spotting would regularly be conducted in
a context where we have reasons to assume specific
term of interest is used somewhere in the document,
be that a text or recording.

While there are specific algorithms for keyword
spotting, cf. Mazumder et al. (2021), we use a very
simple approach. We decode the audio as if we are
performing a normal Speech-to-Text transcription
task, and then we do a simple text search over the
transcript. In this study we did not use specific key-
word boosting techniques, which would be an addi-
tional approach to improve the findability of a spe-
cific string. Such use cases also distinguish keyword
spotting more clearly from speech recognition, as
our current methodology essentially uses generated
transcription as a starting point.

For the experiments, we took the test set for each
language, and selected 10 words at random from a
set of those words longer than four characters to
favour content words over function words. The re-
sults are presented in Table 2.
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Language # Keywords F1 Prec Rec
fi 100 0.15 0.41 0.09
hu 192 0.28 0.89 0.16
et 546 0.33 0.88 0.21
kpv 100 0.20 0.76 0.12

Table 2: Keyword spotting. We show the dataset
size, precision, recall and F1 score. In general the
precision is high and recall is moderate to low.

6 Results

We will first explain the concepts we have used to
measure the model’s performance. Precision (Prec)
is how often the model is correct when it identifies
a keyword. Recall (Rec) is how many of the key-
words in the test data the search is able to find. F1

is a weighted average of precision and recall which
tends towards whichever value is lower, meaning the
best score is achieved by balancing precision and re-
call. This gives intuitively interpretable and com-
parative information about the experiments.
Our results were the best for Estonian and Hun-

garian. We believe this is largely connected to the
narrow domain which was present in the Common
Voice recordings, namely that the clips are read.
The low accuracy of Finnish is probably related to
the small amount of training data. Without an accu-
rate model, the keywords may not be correctly tran-
scribed and will not show up in the text search. In
the case of Komi we reach a relatively high preci-
sion, on par with Hungarian and Estonian where the
domain was narrow, and here the large amount of
training data must have some role. However, the
clips are from natural speech instead of read, which
explains the lower accuracy when compared to Hun-
garian and Estonian despite the large quantity of
training data. This is not an excellent result, but al-
ready a step toward a clearly functional system. As
the recall is very low, it must stated that the system
is not very successful in finding the keywords, but
when it suggests them, those are often correct.
We expected Estonian and Hungarian to work

relatively well, since the test data was not very realis-
tic. However, the result with Komi comes relatively
close to what we see with the test languages. Espe-
cially with Finnish experiments with more training
data, possibly varying the training data size gradu-
ally, could help to understand how the ratio of the
training data impacts to the model’s performance.
Similar experiment was previously conducted suc-

cessfully for Kamas to evaluate changes in the accu-
racy (Partanen et al., 2020). We also have to empha-
sise that the Finnish data was much more strongly
dialectal than what would be customarily encoun-
tered in the recordings today, and what is present in
the Common Voice dataset. Even though such older
dialect recordings exist in large quantities in Finnish
archives, they must still be considered a special case
within Finnish speech technologies in general.
Another challenge, and factor that makes our re-

sults less reliable, is that we selected the keywords
from the corpora themselves. This was the only
available approach, as we wanted to measure the ac-
curacy, but it also targeted our experiment toward
the existing inflected forms that do exist in the test
data. With agglutinative Uralic languages, however,
the most useful test scenario would be one where
the desired keywords are listed by their lemmas, but
may occur in a different shape in the real usage, and
the keyword spotting would ideally still work.

7 Concluding remarks

Our research shows that keyword detection systems
are in principle applicable for low resource settings,
and even with a very small amount of training data
the precision can be relatively high. It certainly is
not possible to retrieve all keywords reliably under
the current conditions, but even the accuracy we are
now reaching could still be useful. Naturally, lots of
work still remains to be done within this topic.
One of the most important further tasks would

be to extend the experiment into entirely realistic
conditions. We could, for example, use archived
recordings and their keyword lists and summaries
to create the keyword queries, and compare the re-
sult against manually verified data. This way we
could move toward concrete evaluation of how well
and realistically the system performs with various
archived datasets. Also different fieldwork collec-
tions in Uralic languages could be very well suited
for this task. Even though exact keyword and topic
listings may not be very common in current meta-
data models, there is still a long tradition of compil-
ing such topic indexes, and this is inarguably a very
useful strategy to classify non-transcribed record-
ings. Combined to keyword spotting such index can
be used to navigate the recordings as well. Our cur-
rent study is a first step to that direction in a wider
context ofUralic languages, andwith the goal of try-
ing to test the keyword detection in languages repre-
senting different branches of this language family.
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Abstract

Transformer-based language models such
as BERT have outperformed previous mod-
els on a large number of English bench-
marks, but their evaluation is often lim-
ited to English or a small number of well-
resourced languages. In this work, we eval-
uate monolingual, multilingual, and ran-
domly initialized language models from the
BERT family on a variety of Uralic lan-
guages including Estonian, Finnish, Hun-
garian, Erzya, Moksha, Karelian, Livvi,
Komi Permyak, Komi Zyrian, Northern
Sámi, and Skolt Sámi. When monolingual
models are available (currently only et, fi,
hu), these perform better on their native lan-
guage, but in general they transfer worse
than multilingual models or models of ge-
netically unrelated languages that share the
same character set. Remarkably, straight-
forward transfer of high-resource models,
even without special efforts toward hyper-
parameter optimization, yields what appear
to be state of the art POS and NER tools for
theminority Uralic languages where there is
sufficient data for finetuning.
A BERT- és más Transformer-alapú nyelv-
modellek számos angol tesztadaton job-
ban teljesítenek, mint a korábbi modellek,
azonban ezek a tesztadatok az angolra
és néhány hasonlóan sok erőforrással ren-
delkező nyelvre korlátozódnak. Ebben a
cikkben egynyelvű, soknyelvű és random
súlyokkal inicializált BERT modelleket
értékelünk ki a következő uráli nyelvekre:
észt, finn, magyar, erza, moksa, karjalai,
livvi-karjalai, komi-permják, komi-zürjén,
északi számi és kolta számi. Az egynyelvű
modellek – jelenleg csak észt, finn és mag-

yar érhető el – ugyan jobban teljesítenek
az adott nyelvre, általában rosszabbul tran-
szferálhatóak, mint a soknyelvű modellek
vagy a nem rokon, de azonos írást használó
egynyelvű modellek. Érdekes módon a
sok erőforráson tanult modellek még hiper-
paraméter optimalizálás nélkül is könnyen
transzferálhatók és finomhangolásra alka-
lmas tanítóadattal csúcsminőségű POS és
NER taggerek hozhatóak létre a kisebbségi
uráli nyelvekre.

1 Introduction
Contextualized language models such as BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019) drastically improved the state
of the art for a multitude of natural language pro-
cessing applications. Devlin et al. (2019) origi-
nally released 4 English and 2 multilingual pre-
trained versions of BERT (mBERT for short) that
support over 100 languages including three Uralic
languages: Estonian [et], Finnish [fi], and Hun-
garian [hu]. BERT was quickly followed by other
large pretrained Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)
based models such as RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019)
and multilingual models such as XLM-RoBERTa
(Conneau et al., 2019). Huggingface released the
Transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020), a Py-
Torch implementation of Transformer-based lan-
guage models along with a repository for pretrained
models from community contribution¹. This list
now contains over 1000 entries, many of which are
domain-specific or monolingual models.
Despite the wealth of multilingual and mono-

lingual models, most evaluation methods are lim-
ited to English, especially for the early mod-
els. Devlin et al. (2019) showed that the origi-
nal mBERT outperformed existing models on the
XNLI dataset (Conneau et al., 2018), a translation

¹https://huggingface.co/models
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of the MultiNLI (Williams et al., 2018) to 15 lan-
guages. mBERT was further evaluated by Wu and
Dredze (2019) for 5 tasks in 39 languages, which
they later expanded to over 50 languages for part-
of-speech (POS) tagging, named entity recognition
(NER) and dependency parsing (Wu and Dredze,
2020). mBERT has been applied to a variety of
multilingual tasks such as dependency (Kondratyuk
and Straka, 2019) and constituency parsing (Kitaev
et al., 2019). The surprisingly effective multilin-
guality of mBERT was further explored by Dufter
and Schütze (2020).
Uralic languages have received relatively moder-

ate interest from the language modeling commu-
nity. Aside from the three national languages, no
other Uralic language is supported by any of the
multilingual models, nor does any have a monolin-
gual model. There are no Uralic languages among
the 15 languages of XNLI. Wu and Dredze (2020)
do explore all 100 languages that mBERT supports
but do not go into monolingual details. Alnajjar
(2021) transfer existing BERT models to minority
Uralic languages, the only work that focuses solely
on Uralic languages.
In this paper we evaluate multilingual and mono-

lingual models on Uralic languages. We consider
three evaluation tasks: morphological probing, POS
tagging and NER. We also use the models in a
crosslingual setting, in other words, we test how
monolingual models perform on related languages.
We show that

• these language models are very good at all
three tasks when finetuned on a small amount
of task specific data,

• for morphological tasks, when native BERT
models are available (et, fi, hu), these out-
perform the others on their native language,
though the advantage over XLM-RoBERTa is
not statistically significant,

• for POS and NER, the use of native models
from related, even closely related languages,
rarely brings improvement over the multilin-
gual models or even English models,

• as long as the alphabet that the language uses
is covered in the vocabulary of the model, we
can transfermBERT (or RuBERT) to theNER
and POS tasks with surprisingly little finetun-
ing data.

2 Approach

We evaluate the models through three tasks: mor-
phological probing, POS tagging and NER. Uralic
languages have rich inflectional morphology and
largely free word order. Morphology plays a key
role in parsing sentences. Morphological probing
tries to recover morphological tags from the sen-
tence representation from these models.
For assessing the sentence level behavior of the

models we chose two token-level sentence tagging
tasks, POS and NER. Part of speech tagging is a
common subtask of downstream NLP applications
such as dependency parsing. Named entity recog-
nition is indispensable for various high level seman-
tic applications such as building knowledge graphs.
Our model architecture is identical for POS and
NER.

2.1 Morphological probing
Probing is a popular evaluation method for black
box models. Our approach is illustrated in Figure 1.
The input of a probing classifier is a sentence and a
target position (a token in the sentence). We feed
the sentence to the contextualized model and ex-
tract the representation corresponding to the target
token. Early experiments showed that lower layers
retain more morphological information than higher
layers so instead of using the top layer, we take
the weighted average of all Transformer layers and
the embedding layer. The layer weights are learned
along with the other parameters of the neural net-
work. We train a small classifier on top of this rep-
resentation that predicts a morphological tag. We
expose the classifier to a limited amount of training
data (2000 training and 200 validation instances). If
the classifier performs well on unseen data, we con-
clude that the representation includes the relevant
morphological information.
We generate the probing data for Estonian and

Finnish from the Universal Dependencies (UD)
Treebanks (Nivre et al., 2020; Haverinen et al.,
2014; Pyysalo et al., 2015; Vincze et al., 2010) and
from the automatically tagged Webcorpus 2.0 for
Hungarian since the Hungarian UD is very small.
Unfortunately we could not extend the list of lan-
guages to other Uralic languages because their tree-
banks are too small to sample enough data.
The sampling method is constrained so that the

target words have no overlap between train, valida-
tion and test, and we limit class imbalance to 3-to-
1 which resulted in filtering some rare values. We
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subword tokenizer

You have patience .

[CLS] You have pati ##ence . [SEP]

contextualized model

∑
wixiMLPP (label)

Figure 1: Probing architecture. Input is tok-
enized into subwords and a weighted average of the
mBERT layers taken on the last subword of the tar-
get word is used for classification by an MLP. Only
the MLP parameters and the layer weights wi are
trained.

were able to generate enough probing data for 11
Estonian, 16 Finnish and 11 Hungarian tasks, see
Table 4 for the full list of these.

2.2 Sequence tagging tasks
Our setup for the two sequence tagging tasks is sim-
ilar to that of the morphological probes except we
train a shared classifier on top of all token represen-
tations. We use the vector corresponding to the first
subword in both tasks. Although this may be subop-
timal in morphology, Ács et al. (2021) showed that
the difference is smaller for POS and NER. We also
finetune the models which seems to close the gap
between first and last subword pooling for morphol-
ogy, see 4.1. For sequence tagging tasks, unlike for
morphology, we found that the weighted average of
all layers is suboptimal compared to simply using
the top layer, so the experiments presented here all
use the top layer.
We sample 2000 train, 200 validation and 200

test sentences as POS training data from the largest
UD treebank in Estonian and Finnish, and fromWe-
bcorpus 2.0 for Hungarian. Aside from these three,
Erzya [myv]; Moksha [mdf]; Karelian [krl]; Livvi
[olo]; Komi Permyak [koi]; Komi Zyrian [kpv];
Northern Sámi [sme]; and Skolt Sámi [sms] have
UD treebanks (Rueter and Tyers, 2018; Rueter,
2018; Pirinen, 2019; Rueter, 2014; Rueter et al.,
2020; Partanen et al., 2018; Sheyanova and Tyers,
2017), but these are considerably smaller in size.

Language Code Morph POS NER
Hungarian [hu] 26k 2000 2000
Finnish [fi] 38k 2000 2000
Estonian [et] 26k 2000 2000
Erzya [myv] 0 1680 1800
Moksha [mdf] 0 164 400
Karelian [krl] 0 224 0
Livvi [olo] 0 122 0
Komi Permyak [koi] 0 78 2000
Komi Zyrian [kpv] 0 562 1700
Northern Sámi [sme] 0 2000 1200
Skolt Sámi [sms] 0 101 0

Table 1: Size of training data for each language.

Although none of these languages are officially sup-
ported by any of the language models we evaluate,
we train crosslingual models and find that the mod-
els have remarkable crosslingual capabilities.
Our NER data is sampled from WikiAnn (Pan

et al., 2017). WikiAnn has data in Erzya, Estonian,
Finnish, Hungarian, Komi Permyak, Komi Zyrian,
Moksha, and Northern Sámi.² Similarly to the POS
training data, we sample 2000 training, 200 vali-
dation and 200 test sentences when available, see
Table 1 for actual training set sizes.

2.3 Training details
We train all classifiers with identical hyperparam-
eters. The classifiers have one hidden layer with
50 neurons and ReLU activation. The input and
the output dimensions are determined by the choice
of language model and the number of target labels.
The classifiers have 40 to 60k trainable parame-
ters which are randomly initialized and updated us-
ing the backpropagation algorithm. We run experi-
ments both with andwithout finetuning the language
models. Finetuning involves updating both the lan-
guage model (all 110M parameters) and the classi-
fication layer (end-to-end training).
All models are trained using the AdamW opti-

mizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) with lr =
0.0001, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999. We use 0.2 dropout
for regularization and early stopping based on the
development set. We set the batch size to 128 when
not finetuning the models, and we use batch size 8,
12 or 20 when we finetune them.
The evaluated models, all from the

²WikiAnn also has Udmurt data, but the transcription
is problematic: Latin and Cyrillic are used inconsistently,
Wikipedia Markup is parsed incorrectly etc.
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BERT/RoBERTa family, differ only in the
choice of training data and the training objective.
They all have 12 Transformer layers, with 12 heads,
and 768 hidden dimensions, for a total of 110M
parameters.

3 The models evaluated

Our goal is twofold: we want to assess monolingual
models against multilingual models, and we want
to evaluate the models on ’unsupported’ languages,
both typologically related and unrelated.
We pick two multilingual models, mBERT and

XLM-RoBERTa. Our choices for monolingual
models are EstBERT for Estonian, FinBERT for
Finnish and HuBERT for Hungarian (See Table 2).
As a control, we also test the English BERT as a
general test for cross-language transfer. Since many
Uralic speaking communities are in Russia and the
languages are heavily influenced by Russian, we test
RuBERT on these languages. Finally, we also test
a randomly initialized mBERT. We do this because
the capacity of the BERT-base models is so large
that they may memorize the probing data alone.
Many models have cased and uncased version, the
latter often removing diacritics along with lowercas-
ing. Since diacritics play an important role in many
Uralic languages, we only use the cased models. We
return to this issue in 3.1.
The models along with their string identifier are

summarized in Table 2.

3.1 Subword tokenization
Subword tokenization is a key component in achiev-
ing good performance on morphologically rich
languages. There are two different tokeniza-
tion methods used in the models we compare:
XLM-RoBERTa uses the SentencePiece algorithm
(Kudo and Richardson, 2018), the other models
use the WordPiece algorithm (Schuster and Naka-
jima, 2012). The two types of tokenizers are al-
gorithmically very similar, the differences between
them are mainly dependent on the vocabulary size
per language. The multilingual models consist of
about 100 languages, and the vocabularies per lan-
guage apper sublinearly proportional to the amount
of training data available per language: in case of
mBERT, 77% of the word pieces are pure ascii
(Ács, 2019).
The native models, trained on monolingual data,

have longer and more meaningful subwords (see the
bolded entries in Table 3). This greatly facilitates

the sharing of train data, a matter of great impor-
tance for Uralic languages where there is little text
available to begin with.

Both BERT- and RoBERTa-based models first
tokenize along whitespaces, but the handling of
missing characters differs significantly. In BERT-
based models, if there is a character missing from
the tokenizer’s vocabulary, the model discards the
whole segment between whitespaces, labeling it
[UNK]. In cross-lingual cases many words are lost
since monolingual models tend to lack the extra
characters of a different language. In contrast,
XLM-RoBERTa deletes the unknown characters,
but the string that remains between whitespaces is
segmented, so the loss of information is not as se-
vere.

Table 3 summarizes different measures in
language-model pairs. As a general observation,
Latin script models (FinBERT, HuBERT, Est-
BERT) are unusable on Cyrillic text, as seen e.g. on
Erzya, where Latin script models produce [UNK]
token for 97.5% of the word types. This is also
seen for Northern Sámi and Hungarian, which have
many non-ascii characters (á, é, í, ó, ö, ő, ú, ü, ű
for Hungarian, č, đ, ŋ, š, ŧ, ž for Northern Sámi)
see the Hungarian-EstBert/FinBERT pairs and the
Northern Sámi-FinBERT/HuBERT pairs.

The mean subword length generally lies between
3.0 and 3.5 for most pairs - naturally, the corre-
sponding language-model pairs have much higher
mean subword length, 5.0 to even 5.9. This range
is true not only for Latin script languages, but for
Cyrillic script languages as well, as indicated by
Erzya, which has a mean subword length of 3.1 to
3.4 on the multilingual models and on RuBERT.

Fertility (Ács, 2019) is defined as the average
number of BERT word pieces found in a single real
word type. EstBERT on Estonian and FinBERT on
Finnish have very similar fertility values (2.1 and
1.9), but HuBERT on Hungarian has much higher
fertility. This is mainly caused by the different vo-
cabulary sizes - the Finnic models have 50000 sub-
words in their vocabulary, HuBERT only contains
32000 subwords. The rest of the fertility values
are mostly over 3. In extreme cases, a word is seg-
mented into letters, which is the case for EngBERT
on Erzya, but the non-Hungarian models on Hun-
garian also produce very high fertility values.
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Model Identifier Language(s) Reference
mBERT bert-base-multilingual-cased 100+ inc. et, fi, hu Devlin et al. (2019)
XLM-RoBERTa xlm-roberta-base 100 inc. et, fi, hu Liu et al. (2019)
EstBERT tartuNLP/EstBERT Estonian Tanvir et al. (2021)
FinBERT TurkuNLP/bert-base-finnish-cased-v1 Finnish Virtanen et al. (2019)
HuBERT SZTAKI-HLT/hubert-base-cc Hungarian Nemeskey (2020)
EngBERT bert-base-cased English Devlin et al. (2019)
RuBERT DeepPavlov/rubert-base-cased Russian Kuratov and Arkhipov (2019)
rand-mBERT mBERT with random weights any described in Section 3

Table 2: List of models we evaluate.

mBERT RoBERTa EstBERT FinBERT HuBERT RuBERT EngBERT
Vocab. size 120k 250k 50k 50k 32k 120k 29k
Missing [et] (%) .0 .0 .2 .0 .5 .1 .2
Missing [fi] (%) .0 .0 .0 .0 .4 .0 .0
Missing [hu] (%) .1 .0 21.5 48.3 .1 2.7 .2
Missing [sme] (%) .2 .0 15.0 47.4 5.1 4.8 .2
Missing [myv] (%) .0 .0 97.5 97.5 97.5 .0 .0
Subword length [et] 3.7±1.4 4.2±1.7 5.8±2.6 3.7±1.4 3.1±1.2 3.1±1.2 3.5±1.4
Subword length [fi] 3.8±1.4 4.5±1.9 3.8±1.4 5.9±2.5 3.1±1.1 3.1±1.1 3.4±1.4
Subword length [hu] 3.5±1.5 4.2±2.0 3.3±1.2 3.1±1.1 5.0±2.4 3.0±1.1 3.3±1.4
Subword length [sme] 3.2±1.0 3.4±1.1 3.2±1.1 3.2±1.1 3.1±1.2 2.9±1.0 3.0±1.0
Subword length [myv] 3.1±1.2 3.2±1.0 1.0±0.0 1.0±0.0 1.0±0.0 3.4±1.2 1.1±0.4
Character length [et] 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2
Character length [fi] 9.3 9.3 9.3 9.3 9.3 9.3 9.3
Character length [hu] 9.8 9.8 9.6 8.8 9.8 9.8 9.9
Character length [sme] 8.5 8.5 8.3 7.6 8.5 8.4 8.5
Character length [myv] 7.3 7.3 1.8 1.8 1.7 7.3 7.3
Fertility [et] 3.4 2.8 2.1 3.6 4.4 4.3 4.3
Fertility [fi] 3.3 2.7 3.5 1.9 4.6 4.4 4.5
Fertility [hu] 4.0 3.2 5.2 4.5 2.8 5.4 5.6
Fertility [sme] 3.7 3.6 4.1 3.3 4.5 4.6 4.7
Fertility [myv] 3.6 3.3 1.1 1.1 1.1 3.0 7.2

Table 3: Major characteristics of cross-language tokenization. Boldface font marks the corresponding
language-model pairs.
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Figure 2: Mean accuracy of morphological tasks by language. The bars are grouped in two, the left one is
the result of probing the first subword, the right one is the results of probing the last subword. Blue bars are
without finetuning, green bars are with finetuning. Monolingual models are highlighted.

4 Results
4.1 Morphology
Morphological tasks are generally easy for most
models and we see reasonable accuracy from
crosslingual models as illustrated by Figure 2. Mean
accuracies, especially after finetuning, are gener-
ally above 90%, except, unsurprisingly, for the ran-
domly initialized models.

Subword choice We first start by examining the
choice of subword on morphological tasks. We try
probing the first and the last subword and we find
that there is a substantial gap in favor of the last sub-
word. This is unsurprising considering that Uralic
languages are mainly suffixing. This gap on aver-
age shrinks from 0.21 to 0.032 when we finetune
the models on the probing data (Figure 2 shows this
gap in green). Without finetuning there is only one

task, ⟨Hungarian, Degree, ADJ⟩, where probing the
first subword is better than probing the last one for
some models. This is explained by the fact that the
superlative in Hungarian is formed from the com-
parative by a prefix.

Monolingual models are only slightly better than
the two multilingual models, XLM-RoBERTa in
particular. We run paired t-tests on the accuracy of
each model pair over the 11 (et, hu) or 16 (fi) mor-
phological tasks in a particular language and find
that the difference between the monolingual model
and XLM-RoBERTa is never significant, and for
Estonian, neither is the difference between Est-
BERT and mBERT.

Cross-lingual transfer works only if we finetune
the models. Interestingly, language relatedness does
not seem to play a role here. FinBERT transfers
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worse to Estonian than HuBERT, and EstBERT
transfers worse to Finnish than HuBERT. Interest-
ingly, EngBERT transfers better to all three models
than the other native BERTs, and for Finnish and
Hungarian it is actually on par with mBERT.
Diacritics As seen from the first panel of Ta-
ble 3, EstBERT and FinBERT replace words with
unknown characters with [UNK] to such an extent
that a large proportion of types end up being filtered.
We try to mitigate this issue by preemptively remov-
ing all diacritics from the input. It appears that this
has little effect on the original language, but cross-
lingual transfer is improved for Finnish. In the se-
quence tagging tasks that we now turn to, we re-
move the diacritics when we evaluate EstBERT or
FinBERT in a cross-lingual setting.

4.2 POS and NER
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Figure 3: POS and NER results on languages that
use the Latin alphabet.

We extend our studies to all Uralic languages with
any training data (see Table 1) and we limit the
discussion to finetuned models since cross-lingual
transfer does not work without finetuning. We split
the languages into two groups, Latin and Cyrillic,
and we only test models with explicit support for
the script that the language uses. Multilingual mod-
els support both scripts. Figures 3 and 4 show the
results by language.
National languages We generally find the best
performance in the three languages with native sup-
port: Estonian, Finnish and Hungarian. Monolin-
gual models perform the best in their respective lan-
guage but the two multilingual models are also very
capable.
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Figure 4: POS and NER results on languages that
use the Cyrillic alphabet.

Cross-lingual transfer does not seem to bene-
fit from language relatedness, EngBERT transfers
just as well as other monolingual models. Even ex-
tremely close relatives such as Livvi and Finnish do
not transfer better than XLM-RoBERTa to Livvi.
On the other hand, FinBERT is the best for Kare-
lian POS, another close relative of Finnish. The
writing system and shared vocabulary also seem to
play an important role, as seen fromRuBERT’s use-
fulness on unrelated but Cyrillic-using Uralic lan-
guages, see Figure 4.

XLM-RoBERTa is generally a strong model for
cross-lingual transfer for all Uralic languages. We
suspect that this is due to its large subword vocabu-
lary, which may provide a better generalization ba-
sis for capturing the orthographic cues that are often
highly indicative in agglutinative languages.

North Sámi Both POS and NER in North Sámi
are relatively easy as long as the orthographic cues
can be captured (i.e. the Latin script is supported).
rand-mBERT is suprisingly successful at NER in
North Sámi, suggesting that orthograpic cues (rand-
mBERT uses mBERT’s tokenizer) are highly pre-
dictive of named entities in North Sámi.

5 Conclusion

Altogether we find that it is possible, and relatively
easy, to transfer models to new languages with fine-
tuning on very limited training data, though ex-
tremely limited data still hinders progress: compare
Erzya (1680 train sentences) to Moksha (164 train
sentences) on Fig. 4.
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Morph tag POS Estonian Finnish Hungarian
Case adj 8 classes 11 classes
Case noun 15 classes 12 classes 18 classes
Case propn 8 classes
Case verb 12 classes
Degree adj Cmp, Pos, Sup Cmp, Pos, Sup
Derivation adj Inen, Lainen, Llinen, Ton
Derivation noun Ja, Lainen, Minen, U, Vs
InfForm verb 1, 2, 3
Mood verb Cnd, Imp, Ind Cnd, Imp, Ind, Pot
Number psor noun Sing, Plur
Number a/n/v Sing, Plur Sing, Plur Sing, Plur
PartForm verb Pres, Past, Agt
Person psor noun 1, 2, 3
Person verb 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3
Tense adj Pres, Past
Tense verb Pres, Past Pres, Past Pres, Past
VerbForm verb Conv, Fin, Inf, Part, Sup Inf, Fin, Part Inf, Fin
Voice adj Act, Pass
Voice verb Act, Pass Act, Pass

Table 4: List of morphological probing tasks.

EngBERT and RuBERT, which we introduced
as a control for language transfer among genetically
unrelated languages, transfer quite well: in partic-
ular the Latin-script EngBERT transfers better to
Hungarian than FinBERT or EstBERT.

We note that we did not perform monolin-
gual hyperparameter search or any preprocessing,
and there is probably room for improvement for
each of these languages. The biggest immediate
gains are expected from extending the UD and
WikiAnn datasets, and from careful handling of
low-level characterset and subword tokenization is-
sues. There are many Uralic languages that still lack
basic resources, in particular the entire Samoyedic
branch, Mari, and Ob-Ugric languages, are cur-
rently out of scope. Another avenue of research
could be to work towards a stronger mBERT inter-
lingua, or perhaps one for each script family, as the
charset issues are clearly relevant.

Our data, code and the full result tables will be
available along with the final submission.
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Abstract

We argue that regression testing is nec-
essary to ensure reliability in the contin-
uous development of NLP tools, espe-
cially higher level applications like gram-
mar checkers. Our approach is rule-based,
building on successful work for a number
of low-resourced languages over the last 20
years. Instead of working with a black box,
we choose a method that allows us to pin-
point the exact reasons for failures in the sys-
tem. We present a tool for regression test-
ing for GramDivvun, the rule-based open
source North Sámi grammar checker. The
regression tool is available for any of the
135 languages in the Giella-LT infrastruc-
ture and can be applied when respective
tools are built. An evaluation of the system
shows how the precision of the regression
tests improves with almost 20% over a time
span of 1.5 years. We also illustrate that the
regression tool can detect undesired effects
of rule changes that affect the performance
of the grammar checker.

Abstrákta

Mii ákkastallat ahte regrešuvdnaiskosat
leat dárbbašlaččat jus galgá sáhttit ráhkadit
luohtehahtti NLP-reaidduid, erenoamážit
reaidduid nugo grammatihkkadárkki-
steddjiid, mat sorjástit máŋga eará
prográmmaide. Min bargu lea njuolggadus-
vuođđuduvvon, huksejuvvon barggu ala
mii lea dahkkon smávva-resursagielaiguin
maŋemuš 20 jagi. Dan sajis go bargat
”čáhppes bovssain”, mii válljet vuogi man
bokte mii dalán oaidnit gokko vuogádagas
meattáhus čuožžila. Mii čájehit reaiddu mii
iská leatgo GramDivvumis regrešuvnnat.

GramDivvun lea njuolggadusvuođđu-
duvvon davvisámi rabas gáldokoda
grammatihkkadárkkisteaddji. Regre-
šuvdnaiskanreaidu lea olámuttus visot 135
gillii mat leat GiellaLT-infrastruktuvrras ja
dan sáhttá vuodjit go gullevaš reaiddut leat
huksejuvvon. Vuogádatevalueren čájeha
ahte regrešuvdnaiskosiid bohtosat leat buor-
ránan measta 20 %:in beannot jagis. Mii
maid čájehit ahte regrešuvdnaiskanreaidu
gávdná meattáhusaid maŋŋá rievdadusaid
mat váikkuhit grammatihkkadárkkisteaddji
bohtosiidda.

Tiivistelmä

Tässä artikellissa esitämme että regressio-
testaus on välttämätöntä kielitekonologia-
työkalujen, eritoten korkeampitasoisten so-
vellusten kuten kieliopiontarkistinten, jat-
kuvassa kehityksessä. Meidän lähestymis-
lähtökohtamme on sääntöpohjainen, ja ra-
kentuu aiemmalle vähäresurssisten kielten
työlle viimeisen 20 vuoden ajalta. Mus-
ta laatikko -lähestymistavan sijaan käy-
tämme menetelmiä joiden avulla voim-
me suoraan paikantaa ongelmakohdat jär-
jestelmässä. Esittelemme työkaluja joilla
regressiotestataan GramDivvunia, sääntö-
pohjaista pohjoissaamen kieliopintarkistin-
ta. Regressiotestaus on valmiina käytettävis-
sä 135 kielelle, joita kehitetään GiellaLT-
infrastruktuurissa ja sitä voi hyödyntää vas-
taavissa työkaluissa. Järjestelmää evaluoi-
malla huomaamme että tarkkuus kasvaa
20 % 1,5 vuoden seurantajakson aikana.
Sen lisäksi tuomme esille kuinka regres-
siotesteillä voi havaita säännöstömuutosten
vaikutuksia kieliopintarkistimen suoritus-
kykyyn.
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1 Introduction
This paper illustrates an efficient way to quality
check high level rule-based NLP applications for
low resource languages with complex morphology
like North Sámi. In particular, we develop a
powerful regression testing tool for the rule-based
open source North Sámi grammar checker Gram-
Divvun (Wiechetek et al., 2019a) that provides
statistics of precision and recall specific to each er-
ror type¹ and a detailed analysis of each sentence in-
cluding one or more (nested) errors², together with
an advanced system of error mark-up that allows us
to properly identify each error type module that is
successful enough to be included in the grammar
checker released to the public.
GramDivvun has been released by Divvun as a

free plugin for Microsoft Office and Google Docs³.
A grammar checker, as opposed to a spellchecker, is
a tool that verifies and corrects errors in writing that
are not mere mistyped non-words, but real words
where the error is dependent on the whole sentence-
context and its grammatical features.

North Sámi is a minority language in a bilingual
language community, which faces challenges as re-
gards writing proficiency. In this context, a reliable
grammar checker can therefore also serve as a tool
to improve writing skills. However, it is a difficult
task tomake a precise tool thatmeets users needs. If
it underlines toomany or even any correct sentences,
the user will easily be frustrated and switch off the
grammar checking. Regression testing resolves this
problem in a robust and uniform way and ensures
high quality of the tools.

North Sámi is a Uralic language spoken in Nor-
way, Sweden and Finland by approximately 25,700
speakers (Simons and Fennig, 2018). It is a syn-
thetic language, where the open parts of speech
(PoS) – e.g. nouns, adjectives – inflect for case, per-
son, number and more. The grammatical categories
are expressed by a combination of suffixes and stem-
internal processes affecting root vowels and conso-
nants alike, making it perhaps the most fusional of
all Uralic languages. In addition to compounding,
inflection and derivation are common morphologi-
cal processes in North Sámi. Due to its morpho-
logical complexity and, in addition, a large amount

¹More information on the different error types covered
in GramDivvun can be found in (Wiechetek, 2017) and
(Wiechetek et al., 2019b)

²Nested errors are errors within errors (typically with dif-
ferent scopes), for example a typo within an agreement error.

³https://divvun.no/korrektur/gramcheck.html

of homonymous forms or similar forms that can be
confused in writing, there are many different gram-
matical error types. Similarly to other low-resource
languages, there is little to no error marked-up data
available for it, and the available data is seldom qual-
ity checked with regard to spelling and grammar.
This poses a challenge to automatic grammar check-
ing and testing.

Regression testing within software programming
practice is defined as testing that ensures that recent
code changes do not have any negative effects on
existing features.⁴ While regression testing is not a
new idea and has been applied for some decades, to
our knowledge, there are no in-detail publications of
the challenges and practical solutions for it in gram-
mar checking. However, Butt and Holloway King
(2003) describe different testing strategies and their
necessity for syntactic parsing. Since 2003, com-
plexity of Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools
has increased, which also requires adapting appro-
priate testing routines.

The rule-based model enables us to be very pre-
cise in locating the shortcomings of our grammar
checker, and the regression tests ensure that the
grammar checker keeps improving as new rules and
tests to check them are added. The novelty in our
approach to building grammar checkers lies in the
workflows of simultaneously building the grammar
checker rules, the error corpus and the regression
testing suite. This workflow is an efficient approach
to both building regression data and constructing
our tools. The features of our tool are powerful
enough to handle these multi-modular applications
as well as an advanced mark-up system for a real
world corpus that includes some spelling, morpho-
logical, syntactic, punctuation, space, real-word er-
rors as well as nested errors per sentence. Also, the
regression tool provides a detailed error analysis and
not just overall regression statistics. It outputs error-
specific statistics, including error subtypes, and en-
ables efficient debugging of the system. The regres-
sion tools come with a database of tests, including
several thousand sentences marked-up manually per
error type.

2 Background
2.1 Framework
We are using a NLP development infrastructure
called GiellaLT (Moshagen et al., 2014), which is

⁴https://www.guru99.com/regression-testing.
html (Accessed 2021-03-23)
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at present used by 135 languages. It consists of
systems capable of building, testing and deploy-
ing a large range of NLP applications – includ-
ing spelling and grammar checkers among others –
based on finite-state morphology (Beesley and Kart-
tunen, 2003) and Constraint Grammar (Karlsson,
1990). We apply a rule-based approach, which has
a long tradition for the previously mentioned 135
languages, but is not as wide-spread as neural net-
work approaches these days. Neural networks have
shown to provide good results for many higher level
NLP applications. However, they are also known to
require large amounts of high quality or marked-up
data, which for North Sámi would mean a manual
quality check or mark-up as this data is not avail-
able. Our current error marked-up corpus (for all er-
ror types including nested errors) contains 120,459
words—a typical amount for training a neural net-
work is at least several millions, and for a morpho-
logically complexer language possibly more. Con-
sidering the amount of different types of errors
there are and that not all of the sentences contain an
error at all, this is very little data to train any kind
of model.

Our work strategy consists in minimizing the
workload by a combination of developing rule-
based tools that reliably annotate and quality check
our data and searching for and annotating example
sentences from the corpus that give us further in-
sight in the grammatical issue we are dealing with.

There is current work on neural network error de-
tection/correction for specific ‘simpler’ grammatical
errors (i.e. compound errors) in North Sámi that
do not involve changing morphological forms or re-
structuring of a whole sentence (Wiechetek et al.,
2021). However, rule-based tools were used, both
to prepare the data and to access PoS information.
Furthermore, its insertion of non-sense words re-
stricts its usability for a community of real users. A
full-fledged neural network grammar checker - that
is not based on the rule-based grammar checker - is
not to be realized in the near future.

Rule-based methods have the advantage of for-
malizing concise rules about the grammatical struc-
ture of a language. This gives us detailed insights in
the language - as opposed to the black box of a neu-
ral network. This knowledge is necessary for defin-
ing errors in the first place, especially in cases where
normative descriptions do not exist. It is also a pre-
requisite for debugging errors in our system. As we
are able to translate language insights into formal

grammar rules, we can pinpoint the exact causes of
errors in our system. In other words, we can write a
grammar that is both machine-, and to some extent,
human-readable, which means that our knowledge
can be used in other contexts outside of the gram-
mar checker.

In the context of grammar checking tasks, specif-
ically for morphologically complex and/or low-
resourced languages, we would like to discuss two
relevant tasks for neural network approaches, i.e.
the systems for Latvian (Deksne, 2019) and Rus-
sian (Rozovskaya and Roth, 2019). The evaluation
of Latvian neural network grammar checker shows
a good performance with precisions between 78%
and 98.5% (evaluated on a corpus of 115,000 sen-
tences) depending on the error type. However, judg-
ing from their regular expressions to insert artificial
errors, most of their error types seem to be fairly
local errors that can be resolved based on shorter n-
grams. The Russian system, on the other hand, fo-
cuses on more advanced error types, including case
and agreement. However, precision (evaluated on
a 206,258 token learners’ corpus) is significantly
lower— between 22% and 56%, only gender agree-
ment reaches 68%. The corpus is rather small with
regard to the task of correcting a large variety of er-
rors. None of these two approaches deal with the ad-
vanced syntactic constructions we resolve in our ap-
proach, requiring an analysis of the whole sentence,
valencies, semantic cues, etc.

The testing approach described here, while used
in conjunction with a rule-based system, is agnostic
of underlying technology, and could well be applied
in the context of a neural system as well, should
there be one that allows for correcting the errors the
system makes.

2.2 Continuous integration and deployment

In order to provide a consistent grammar checking
experience but also automatic updates and improve-
ment, we apply stringent testing and combine that
with a continuous integration / deployment (CI/CD)
environment. To our knowledge, there are no pub-
lications on how to apply CI / CD to NLP prod-
uct pipelines such as grammar checking, so in this
article we lay out some guidelines and good prac-
tices. However, in the text books for the develop-
ment of NLP applications we find some recommen-
dations on the use of regression tests to compare
different versions of the same application. (Grove,
2009, p.222) There have also been some work-
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shops on regression testing in NLP, e.g. (Farrow
and Dzikovska, 2009), however, these ideas have
not found popular use, yet. One of the scientific
contributions of our work is not only that we can
provide the end users with products that work as ex-
pected, but also we can maintain scientific integrity
of the systems in terms of reproducibility. We can
apply the CI methods to ensure that systems can
reproduce comparable results at all times. This is
especially attractive for our case, since we apply
mainly rule-based methods for grammar checking
and correction, the results should stay relatively sta-
ble for the same versions of the system. In the recent
years, the reproducibility has been brought to focus
of the NLP research, with famous works like Peder-
sen (2008).

Typically, continuous development of rule-based
NLP applications involves unexpected breakage.
With regression tests for each error type in the gram-
mar checker, regressions are caught quickly. This
means that refactoring or larger changes to the code
can be done without decreasing the overall quality
of the grammar checker.

The main motivation behind introducing regres-
sion testing came from the need of automatizing
the grammar checker evaluation. Manual evalua-
tion to calculate precision and recall got rather cum-
bersome. This led to the development of a more
powerful tool for testing grammar checking auto-
matically (Wiechetek et al., 2019b), and there was
parallel work and methodological in-depth study on
corpus mark-up. Based on this work, we did not
have to make a big leap to get regression testing. We
reused the evaluation tool and turned it into a proper
tester, with detailed statistics of the performance of
the tool and sentence-by-sentence analysis that pro-
vides a basis for debugging.

2.3 The North Sámi grammar checker
The grammar checker for North Sámi (Gram-
Divvun) performs both spell- and grammar check-
ing – i.e. requiring full sentence analysis to iden-
tify local and global syntactic errors – in addition
to punctuation and format checking. It includes a
version of the open-source spelling checker that has
been freely distributed since 2007⁵, cf. also Gaup
et al. (2006). It uses the HFST-based spelling mech-
anism described in Pirinen and Lindén (2014) for
a number of modules, and in addition includes six
Constraint Grammar modules, cf. Figure 1. These

⁵http://divvun.no/korrektur/korrektur.html

are:

• Two valency grammars applied before and
after spellchecking (valency.cg3 and valency-
postspell.cg3)

• A tokenizer (mwe-dis.cg3)

• Two morpho-syntactic disambiguators
applied before and after spellchecking (grc-
disambiguator.cg3 and
after-speller-disambiguator.cg3)

• A module for more advanced grammar check-
ing (grammarchecker-release.cg3)

The current version of the grammar checker mod-
ule in GramDivvun⁶ includes 313 error detection
rules, 4 purely morpho-syntactic rule types, 17
morpho-syntactic rule types that are caused by gen-
eral real-word rule types, 17 idiosyncratic real word
error rule types, 14 punctuation or space error rule
types and one spelling error rule type. A real word
error is typically a misspelling, but unlike regular
typos it results in (similar) real word rather than a
non-word. Therefore, an analysis of the sentence is
necessary to identify the error. In English language,
dessert can be a real word error of desert and vice
versa.

As in English, there are numerous idiosyncratic
real word error types in North Sámi, made by na-
tive speakers for various reasons (i.e. dialectal pho-
netic differences that do not coincide with the writ-
ten norm, vowel and consonant errors based on con-
fusion of different forms, etc.) But some of these
errors are more systematic, such as the confusion
of case-marked (locative case) vs. attributive adjec-
tive forms. This is the case in ex. (1)⁷, where the
locative form álkis should be an attributive one, i.e.
álkes, and the only distinction between these forms
is the vowel - e vs. i.

(1) Snoranuohtti
Danish seine

lea
be.3SG

gehppes
light

ja
and

álkis
simple.LOC

veahkkeneavvu.
tool
‘Danish seine is a light and simple tool.’

Instead of resulting in a simple non-word, in
North Sámi vowel confusion can have grammatical

⁶https://github.com/giellalt/lang-sme/
releases/tag/naacl-2021-4

⁷All examples are original examples or fragments from
SIKOR and are most likely native speaker texts or translations.
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Figure 1: System architecture of GramDivvun

consequences. That means that a certain grammat-
ical form can be confused with another grammati-
cal form of the same lemma. Since both forms re-
gard the same lemma, these errors can be detected
and corrected systematically. Apart from that, other
(morpho-phonetic) criteria decide which forms are
eligible for this error type. These are lemma end-
ings (e.g. -it, -at, or -ut), number of syllables (even
vs. uneven), and consonant gradation class mem-
bership.⁸ Table 1 illustrates one of the consonant
gradation classes with examples.

Nominal derivations of certain types of verbs (i.e.
with a particular ending and a specific consonant
gradation pattern In ex. (2), the vowel confusion
(u/o) regards derived nouns (that should be past par-
ticiple forms) from consonant gradation class 4D
(cf. Table 1). Here, the (derived) noun vákšun ‘(the
act of) observing’ is confused with the past partici-
ple vákšon ‘observed’.

(2) Politiijat
police

leat
be.3PL

otne
today

vákšun
observing.NOM

johtolaga
traffic

⁸A number of Finno-Ugric languages use stem-internal
morpho-phonological changes in addition to suffixes to mark
case and other morphological processes. In North Sámi there
are 123 consonant gradation patterns (Nickel, 1994, p.23-30)

Consonant Example Translation
center

kc vcc cikcut civccui ‘(to) pinch – s/he
pinched’

kč včč gokčat govččat ‘(to) cover – you
cover’

ks vss oaksi oavssit ‘branch – branches’
kst vstt teaksta teavsttat ‘text – texts’
kš všš dikšut divššun ‘(to) take care – I

take care’
kt vtt […]

Table 1: Consonant gradation group 4D according
to Nickel (1994, p. 30)

Guovdageainnus.
Guovdageaidnu.LOC
‘The police has conducted a traffic control in
Guovdageaidnu today.’

The complex structure of the grammar checker
shows that there are modifications in many differ-
ent modules that can be responsible for possible
mishaps, since changes in one module can affect the
input to subsequent modules.

The input for the grammar checker are unmarked
sentences. The input for the regression tests are sen-
tences with an error mark-up like in ex. (3).
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(3) Dál
now

beassážiid
Easter

leaba
have

soai
they.DU

{lávlun}¢{lávlon}
singer sing.PASTP

dáid
these

sálmmaid
psalm.ACC.PL

girkuin
church.LOC.PL

Guovdageainnus,
Guovdageaidnu.LOC,

Kárášjogas
Kárášjohka.LOC

ja
and

Mázes.
Máze.LOC

‘This Easter they have sung these psalms in
the churches of Guovdageaidnu, Kárášjohka
and Máze.’

Figure 2 shows the output for the grammar
checker including error detection (red rectangle)
and error correction (blue rectangle). The sentence
is tokenized and reads from the top to the bottom.
Word forms are in angle brackets, indented lines are
homonymous analyses of each form, including lem-
mata, morphological, semantic and syntactic tags
followed by numerical dependencies.

Figure 2: Output of GramDivvun in the command
line

3 Regression testing for grammar
checking

Regression testing for grammar checking is based
on an error marked-up corpus. We have collected
an error corpus of representative errors in Yaml-
formatted⁹ files specific to each error type. At the
current date in august 2021, these include 17,800
sentences. Typically, each regression file contains

⁹https://yaml.org/spec/1.2/spec.html

several hundred sentences, some up to 4,300 sen-
tences. There should be a balance of correct and
erroneous sentences covering the same phenom-
ena so that one can test for false positives and
false negatives. Test sentences should cover a va-
riety of syntactic contexts and pay attention to long-
distance relationships between syntactic functions.
They should include coordination, (inserted) sub-
clauses, complex noun phrases, multiple adverbials,
idiomatic constructions, multiple errors, punctua-
tion, and other phenomena that can alter the status
of the error/correct form. The collected errors are
designed to cover a maximally large amount of real-
world errors that people make when writing texts,
in order to keep the grammar checker usable for
people. The file naming is now error-specific,¹⁰ but
as they come from an authentic corpus, they can
contain multiple errors per sentence including other
types of errors and nested errors.

Yaml is a mark-up language with a simple syn-
tax that makes writings of the tests convenient and
co-operation with programmers and linguists easier.
We chose to use the Yaml format for grammar test-
ing because of positive experiences with the use of
the same format for spell checker testing.¹¹ The orig-
inal test framework for morphology testing initiated
by Brendan Molloy can be found on GitHub.¹²

The regression test script measures both error de-
tection and error correction and whether they match
the manual error mark-up. False negatives of the
type fn1 are correctly detected errors that do not
receive any corrections by the grammar checker.
False negatives of the type fn2 are undetected errors.
The same goes for false positives, where: fp1 are
correctly detected errors with a wrong correction,
and fp2 are error detections that are not manually
marked up. True positives (tp), on the other hand,
are detected and corrected errors that match with
the manual mark-up. In our final evaluation, we will
not distinguish between these and only take into ac-
count successful vs. unsuccessful error correction
in terms of false negatives and true/false positives.
The tester script is implemented in Python and can
be downloaded from GitHub¹³.

¹⁰current examples: https://github.com/giellalt/
lang-sme/tree/main/tools/grammarcheckers/tests

¹¹https://giellalt.uit.no/infra/infraremake/
AddingMorphologicalTestData.html#Yaml+tests

¹²https://github.com/apertium/
apertium-tgl-ceb/blob/master/dev/verbs/
HfstTester.py

¹³https://github.com/giellalt/giella-core/
blob/master/scripts/gramcheck-test.py
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The grammar checker makes a list of each error
that consists of the erroneous word, the position of
the error (start and end), a list of suggestions and er-
ror type. The error mark-up is then converted to the
same structure so that manual and grammar checker
mark-up can be compared. For each of these test
sentences, three things are collected: the erroneous
version of the error marked-up sentence, the error
marked-up version of the errors in the sentence and
the errors detected by the sending the erroneous
sentence through the grammar checker. The tester
prints the outcome of each of the tests in a detailed
manner, sentence by sentence and with references
to the particular error types involved. The final re-
port contains the number of total passes, fails, true
and false positives/negatives, precision, recall and
F1-score. On exit, the script returns 0 or 1, 0 mean-
ing all tests succeeded, 1 otherwise.

The test script is fast and light-weight enough to
be part of a CI/CD system, even with processor time
and RAM limitation, e.g. testing 300 sentences on
the developers’ machines takes about 30 seconds.

The error mark-up formalism has earlier been
used to automatize spellchecking for Greenlandic,
Icelandic, North, Lule and South Sami.

The error mark-up follows a number of guide-
lines¹⁴ based on earlier corpus mark-up (Moshagen,
2014) and applies eight different general error types,
each of them marked by a different sign: ortho-
graphic, real word, morpho-syntactic, syntactic, lex-
ical, formatting, foreign language, and unclassified
errors. The error is enclosed in curly brackets, fol-
lowed by its correction in another set of curly brack-
ets. The second curly bracket may or may not in-
clude a part of speech, morpho-syntactic criteria
and a subclassification of the error type.
Orthographic errors (marked by $) include non-

words only. They are traditional misspellings con-
fined to single (error) strings, and the traditional
speller should detect them. Real word errors
(marked by ¢) are misspellings that cannot be de-
tected by a traditional speller, they are an analysis
of the surrounding words. Morpho-syntactic errors
(marked by £) are case, agreement, tense, mode er-
rors. They require an analysis of (parts of) the sen-
tence or surrounding words to be detected. Syntactic
errors (marked by ¥) require a partial or full analy-
sis of (parts of) the sentence or surrounding words.
They include word order errors, compound errors,

¹⁴https://giellalt.uit.no/proof/spelling/
testdoc/error-markup.html

missing words, and redundant words. Lexical errors
(marked by €) include wrong derivations. Foreign
language (marked by ∞) includes words in other
languages that do not require a correction. Format-
ting errors (marked by ‰) include spacing errors in
combination with punctuation. Unclassified errors
are marked with §.

In ex. (4), the tokens involved in the error are
nouns, the syntactic error is a missing word and the
correction is adding the subjunction ahte ‘that’.

(4) Illá
hardly

{jáhkken}¥{missing|jáhkken ahte}
think.PAST.1SG

lei
be.PAST.3SG

duohta.
true

‘I hardly thought that it was true.’

Regarding the span of an error, we typically mark
as little as possible, even if larger parts of the sen-
tence are responsible for the identification of the er-
ror. This is done to facilitate matching error mark-
up with grammar checker marking of the error, and
it has direct effect on automatic evaluation. Most
of the frameworks we use to process language ma-
terial in context, e.g. Constraint Grammar takes a
token-based approach to language processing, and
therefore marking several words can get cumber-
some and should be avoided if possible.

Ex. (5) shows the mark-up of nested errors.
There is both a morpho-syntactic error, the case
of linjá ‘line’ should be accusative instead of nom-
inative, and a compound error, njuolggo and linjjá
should be written as one word.

(5) Sárggo
draw.IMPRT.2SG

{njuolggo
straight

{linjá}£{noun,obj,accsg,nomsg,case|linjjá}}
line
¥{noun,cmp|njuolggolinjjá}
(straightline)

dán
these

guovtti
two

čuoggá
points

gaskka.
between.

‘Draw a straight line between these two
points.’

4 Evaluation

We performed two measurements of the system
quality: firstly we have the well-curated and targeted
regression test suite that is summarized in Table 2.
Secondly, we measure an overview of how the sys-
tem fares for texts in the whole corpora in the wild
in Table 3. The first test suite verifies our system’s
quality in the regression test sense, and the second
test ensures that the system works for open text case.
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naacl-1 naacl-2 naacl-4
baseline

Precision 70.9% 68.9% 88.8%
Recall 66.9% 84.0% 91.0%
F1-score 68.8 75.7 89.9

Table 2: Evaluation results from the regression tests.

4.1 Quantitative evaluation
In Table 2 we show the results of the regression tests
at the same three stages of the development. We
measure the success percentage in terms of the num-
ber of the tests passed from the overall tests. The re-
gression test corpus we use is a set of tests selected
to have a representative coverage of the various er-
ror types and contexts. With the carefully selected
grammar tests we can control the quality of the over-
all system, the overall aim for these grammar tests
is to keep the correctness at 100 %. The correctness
measure C here is C = tp

CS where CS is the corpus
size.

1 2 3 4 5 6

0.
6

0.
7

0.
8

0.
9

1.
0

GramDivvun Regression tests

Version

naacl−1 naacl−2 bisect naacl−3 20210127 naacl−4

−
−
−

Precision
Recall
F_1

Figure 3: Development of GramDivvun precision
and recall in the regression tests

In Table 3, we show the overall performance of
GramDivvun at three stages over the course of ap-
proximately one and a half years of continuous de-
velopment. This means that all grammatical er-
rors are included, also the ones that the grammar
checker does not have any module for yet. The tests
are done on an error marked-up evaluation-corpus
of approx. 26,000 words. The first test is made
with the North Sámi grammar checker from 2019-

11-21¹⁵ before the introduction of the Yaml-tests
(naacl-1). The second test uses the version from
2020-11-20¹⁶ (naacl-2 - Yaml baseline) from when
we had first introduced the regression tests. The
third test uses the North Sámi grammar checker
from 2021-03-20¹⁷ (naacl-4) where we have taken
into account results from the regression tests in the
form of general rule changes.

The results show that the overall performance of
the grammar checker on a small error marked-up
corpus improves only slightly. This is due to the
frequency of the errors we worked on. The cor-
pus to test these error types in particular needs to
be substantially bigger to show a change in perfor-
mance. However, especially recall has improved
by 6% showing an increased coverage of the error
types covered in the grammar checker.

Figure 3 shows a number of stages of the perfor-
mance of the grammar checker after developing re-
gression tests. There was a significant drop in pre-
cision (naacl-2) and a number of drops in recall (bi-
sect).¹⁸ These coincided with the addition of test
sentences (the regression tests grew from a couple
of sentences to larger corpora of several thousand
sentences), introducing new contexts that required
stricter rules. Stricter rules typically lower recall to
ensure stable precision. New, more specific rules
need to be introduced to get recall up again. This
explains the ups and downs in the graph. After the
introduction of Yaml tests, however, we can see that
precision has steadily been going up, and by that
proves the main objective of regression tests right.

4.2 Qualitative evaluation
One can generally see, that rule types that have been
prioritized in the grammar checker improved after
involving regression testing.

Precision got better in ex. (6), where the nomi-
nalization dovdan ‘feeling’ is confused with the first-
person singular form dovddan ‘I know’, forms that
are distinguished by a change in the consonant cen-
tre only.

(6) Buohkat,
All,

geaid
who.ACC.PL

dovdan,
feeling,

oaivvildit
think.3PL

¹⁵https://github.com/giellalt/lang-sme/
releases/tag/naacl-2021-1

¹⁶https://github.com/giellalt/lang-sme/
releases/tag/naacl-2021-2

¹⁷https://github.com/giellalt/lang-sme/
releases/tag/naacl-2021-4

¹⁸https://github.com/
giellalt/lang-sme/commit/
216d00d37bff6ebbd34a1529eb822b61b50a3f08
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naacl-1 naacl-2 naacl-4
baseline

Precision 80.0% 75.3% 82.3%
Recall 59.8% 65.9% 65.1%
F1-score 68.4 70.2 72.7
TP 391 439 430
FP 98 144 92
FN 263 227 231

Table 3: Performance ofGramDivvun over the span
of a year, before and after introducing regression
tests

seamma:
same
‘Everybody I know thinks the same’

In ex. (7), GramDivvun finds the locative adjec-
tive form oktageardánis, which by analogy is con-
fused with the nominative form oktageardán.

(7) Skuvllas
school.LOC

berreše
should.COND.3PL

maiddái
also

leat
be

oktageardánis
simple
‘The school should also have simple’

A number of error type rules are causing false
positives in certain contexts such as ex. (8), where
the infinitive oastit ‘buy’ is a correct form. However,
it is homonymous with a second-person plural im-
perative reading of the same verb, and is falsely cor-
rected to the third-person plural reading ostet.

(8) Golut
expenditure.PL

oastit
buy

dárbbašlaš
necessary

girjjiid
book.ACC.PL

čađahit
carry.through

prošeavtta.
project.ACC

‘Expenditure to buy necessary books to
carry through the project.’

Some errors that are dealt with in the grammar
checker are not recognized in certain syntactic con-
texts, such as the compound error guovddáš doaim-
mat that should be written as one word in ex. (9).

(9) Movttiidahttin
motivation

ja
and

bagadeapmi
instruction

leat
be.3PL

SOR:a
SOR.GEN

prošeakta-jođiheaddji
project-leader

deaŧalaš
important

ja
and

guovddáš
central

doaimmat.
task.PL

‘Motivation and instruction are important
and central tasks for SOR’s project leader’

In addition, there are error types that the gram-

mar checker does not deal with at all, which is why
they are not recognized, and the result are false nega-
tives. This is the case of the syntactic error ex. (10),
where the subjunction vai ‘so that’ before the finite
verb beassaba ‘get to’ is missing.

(10) Máŋgii
often

vahkkui
week.ILL

viežžá
fetch.3SG

son
s/he

vierrobeatnaga
foreign.dog

beassaba
get.to3DU

vázzit.
walk

‘Many times a week she fetches the foreign
dog so that they get to walk.’

5 Discussion and future outlook

In this paper we have shown that regression testing
is necessary to provide reliable results (i.e. in partic-
ular a stable precision) for the users of higher level
NLP applications like grammar checkers. A rule-
based approach is successful for applications like
grammar checking which require a high level of sys-
tematicity and reliable results. For low-resourced
languages, where availability of resources such as
expert-curated error-correction corpora are scarce,
the development of rule-based tools is the most ef-
ficient approach. We showed that by using compre-
hensive regression testings we can keep developing
the grammar checking and correction on a day-to-
day basis and provide the end users with the newest
updates without worrying about their quality. In the
future we would like to see if it is possible to gather
enough resources for a neural network based gram-
mar checking and correction. Regression testing of
the kind we described is applicable for neural net-
work approaches as well. However, neural network
systems do not allow for specific adjustments within
the error types, which is rather a weakness of the
system itself. It is therefore natural to apply these
regression tests for neural network models as well,
and we expect that the system will work in conjunc-
tion to neural network without any major changes.

We have started with neural network-approaches
(forthcoming) for the correction of certain error
types from our rule-based grammar checker. These
require a preparation of the data by means of our ex-
isting rule-based tools, both for part-of-speech tag-
ging and marking up error data.

One of the interesting features of a rule-based
system, that has been brought to focus on the NLP
community recently, is the energy-footprint of the
used models. In case of our models, the rules can
be compiled into finite-state automata on an aver-
age consumer desktop within minutes, and the ac-
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tual models can be run on low-end mobile devices,
so the energy footprint is trivially multiple orders of
magnitude lower than that of any neural language
models.
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Abstract

It is widely known that a good language
model (LM) can dramatically improve the
quality of automatic speech recognition
(ASR). However, when dealing with a low-
resource language, it is often the case that
not only aligned audio data is scarce, but
there are also not enough texts to train a
good LM. This is the case of Beserman, an
unwritten dialect of Udmurt (Uralic > Per-
mic). With about 10 hours of aligned au-
dio and about 164K words of texts available
for training, the word error rate of a Deep-
speech model with the best set of parame-
ters equals 56.4%. However, there are other
linguistic resources available for Beserman,
namely a bilingual Beserman-Russian dic-
tionary and a rule-based morphological an-
alyzer. The goal of this paper is to explore
whether and how these additional resources
can be exploited to improve the ASR qual-
ity. Specifically, I attempt to use them in
order to expand the existing LM by gen-
erating a large number of fake sentences
that in some way look like genuine Beser-
man text. It turns out that a sophisticated
enough augmented LM generator can in-
deed improve the ASR quality. Neverthe-
less, the improvement is far from dramatic,
with about 5% decrease in word error rate
(WER) and 2% decrease in character error
rate (CER).

Abstract

Ваньзылы тодмо, умой лэсьтэм кыл
модель вераськемез асэрказ тодманлэсь
ӟечлыксэ трослы будэтыны быгатэ
шуыса. Озьы ке но, куке вераськон
мынэ пичи кылъёс сярысь, кызьы

ке распознавателез дышетон понна
волятэм куара, озьы ик умой кыл
моделез дышетон понна текстъёс
ӵемысь туж ӧжыт луо. Ӵапак таӵе
югдур удмурт кыллэн гожъяськеттэм
бесерман вераськетэныз кылдэмын. Ки
уламы вань 10 час пала волятэм но
расшифровать карем куара но 164 сюрс
пала уже кутэм кылъёсын текстъёс. Та
тодэтъёсын дышетскыса, Deepspeech
система возьматэ 56,4% WER (мыд-
лань распознать карем кылъёслэн
процентсы). Озьы ке но бесерман
вераськетъя вань на мукет кылтодон
ванёсъёс: бесерман-ӟуч кыллюкам но
шонеррадъян морфологи анализатор.
Та ужлэн целез — валаны, луэ-а ве-
раськемез асэрказ тодманлэсь ӟечлыксэ
будэтон понна та ватсам ресурсъёсты
уже кутыны. Кылсярысь, соос вылэ
пыкъяськыса, турттэмын кыл моделез
паськытатыны, со понна кылдытэмын
вал трос зэмос луисьтэм шуосъёс,
кудъёсыз куд-ог ласянь тупало зэмос
бесерман текстлы. Шуосъёсты кыл-
дытӥсь генератор тырмыт «визьмо»
ке, распознаванилэн ӟечлыкез зэмзэ
но будэ вылэм. Озьы ке но та умоян
шӧдскымон луэ шуыса, вераны уг
луы: WER возьматон усе 5%-лы пала,
нош CER (мыдлань распознать карем
букваослэн процентсы) — 2%-лы.

Abstract
Известно, что хорошая языковая мо-
дель может существенно повысить ка-
чество автоматического распознавания
речи. Однако если речь идёт о некруп-
ном языке, зачастую имеется не только
слишком мало выровненного звука для
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обучения распознавателя, но и слиш-
ком мало текстов для обучения хоро-
шей языковой модели. Именно таков
случай бесермянского – бесписьменно-
го диалекта удмуртского языка. В нашем
распоряжении имеются около 10 часов
звука, выровненного с расшифровками,
и тексты объёмом около 164 тыс. сло-
воупотреблений. Обучившись на этих
данных, система Deepspeech демонстри-
рует WER (процент неправильно рас-
познанных слов), равный 56,4%. Одна-
ко для бесермянского существуют дру-
гие лингвистические ресурсы, а имен-
но бесермянско-русский словарь и пра-
виловый морфологический анализатор.
Цель этой работы – выяснить, можно
ли использовать эти дополнительные ре-
сурсы для улучшения распознавания ре-
чи. В частности, предпринимается по-
пытка расширить с их помощью язы-
ковую модель путём порождения боль-
шого количества ненастоящих предло-
жений, которые в некоторых отношени-
ях похожи на настоящий бесермянский
текст. Оказывается, что если генератор
предложений достаточно “умён”, каче-
ство распознавания после этого действи-
тельно возрастает. Однако это улучше-
ние вряд ли можно назвать существен-
ным: показатель WER падает примерно
на 5%, а CER (процент неправильно рас-
познанных букв) – на 2%.

1 Introduction
The key to reaching good ASR quality is having lots
of data, i.e. thousands or at least hundreds of hours
of text-aligned sound recordings. For most lan-
guages in the world, however, resources of that size
are unavailable. With only a dozen hours of sound
at hand, it is currently impossible to reach a WER
low enough for the system to be usable in real-world
applications. Nevertheless, a system with a WER,
which is high, but lower than a certain threshold
(e.g. 50%), could still be used in practice. Specifi-
cally, the primary motivation behind this research
was the need to transcribe large amounts of spo-
ken Beserman for subsequent linguistic research. If
an ASR system, despite its high WER, could facili-
tate and accelerate manual transcription, that would
be a useful practical application, even if limited in

scope. Other possible applications of such under-
trained noisy ASR systems have been proposed by
Tyers andMeyer (2021). This is why it makes sense
to experiment with datasets that small.
A number of techniques have been used to

achieve better results in low-resource ASR systems.
This includes pre-training the model on the data
from another (possibly related or phonologically
similar) language (Stoian et al., 2020), augment-
ing the sound data with label-preserving transfor-
mations (Tüske et al., 2014; Park et al., 2019), and
training the LM on a larger set of texts taken e.g.
from a written corpus (Leinonen et al., 2018). That
a good language model can play an important role
can be seen e.g. from the experiments on ASR for
varieties of Komi, a language closely related to Ud-
murt, as described by (Hjortnaes et al., 2020b) and
(Hjortnaes et al., 2020a). Replacing a LM with a
larger and more suitable one (in terms of domain)
can decrease WER significantly.
Beserman is traditionally classified as a dialect of

Udmurt (Uralic > Permic) and is spoken by around
2200 people in NWUdmurtia, Russia. Unlike stan-
dard Udmurt, it lacks a codified orthography and
is not used in the written form outside of scien-
tific publications. This paper describes experiments
with training Deepspeech (Hannun et al., 2014) on
transcribed and elicited Beserman data. I am par-
ticularly interested in augmenting the LM with the
help of linguistic resources that exist for Beserman:
a Beserman-Russian dictionary and a morpholog-
ical analyzer. The former is used, among other
things, to transfer information from a model trained
on Russian data. Same kinds of data augmentation
could be relevant for many other under-resourced
languages and dialects, since bilingual dictionaries
and rule-based tools often exist for varieties, which
are poor in raw data.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

I describe the dataset and lay out the reasons why
improving the LM could be challenging. In Sec-
tion 3, the training setup is outlined. In Section 4,
I describe how the artificially augmented LM was
generated. In 5, the original results are compared
to that of the augmented LM. This is followed by a
conclusion.

2 The data

The Beserman dataset I have at hand consists of
about 15,000 transcribed sound files with record-
ings from 10 speakers, both male and female, total-
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ing about 10 hours (with almost no trailing silence).
Most of them come from a sound-aligned Beser-
man corpus, whose recordings were made in 2012–
2019 and have varying quality. Another 2,700
files, totaling 2.5 hours, come from a sound dictio-
nary and contain three pronunciations of a head-
word each. The duration of most files lies be-
tween 1 and 5 seconds. In addition to the texts of
the sound-aligned corpus, there are transcriptions
of older recordings, which are not sound-aligned
as of now, and a corpus of usage examples based
on the Beserman-Russian dictionary¹ (Arkhangel-
skiy, 2019). All these sources combined contain
about 27,400 written Beserman sentences (some
very short, some occurring more than once), with
a total of 164K words.
Such amount of textual data is insufficient for

producing a well performing LM. Since Beserman
is a morphologically rich language, most forms
of most lexemes are absent from the sample and
thus cannot be recognized, being out-of-vocabulary
words. Unlike in some other studies mentioned
above, it is hardly possible to find Beserman texts
elsewhere. One way of doing that would be to
use texts in literary Udmurt, which are available in
larger quantities (tens of millions of words). Al-
though I have not explored that option yet², I doubt
it could have the desired effect because the avail-
able Udmurt texts belong to a completely different
domain. While most Beserman texts are narratives
about the past or the life in the village, or every-
day dialogues, most Udmurt texts available in dig-
ital form come from mass media. There is a pro-
nounced difference between the vocabularies and
grammatical constructions used in these two do-
mains.
Instead, I attempt to utilize linguistic resources

available for Beserman: a Beserman-Russian dic-
tionary comprising about 6,000 entries and a mor-
phological analyzer. The latter is rule-based and is
based on the dictionary itself. Apart from the in-
formation necessary for morphological analysis, it
contains some grammatical tags, such as animacy
for nouns and transitivity for verbs. The analyzer

¹Available for search at http://beserman.ru; a large
part of it has been published as Usacheva et al. (2017).

²There are certain phonological, morphological and lexi-
cal differences between the standard language and the Beser-
man dialect. Before an Udmurt model can be used in Beser-
man ASR, the texts should be “translated” into Beserman. Al-
though such attempts have been made (Miller, 2017), making
the translations look Beserman enough would require quite a
lot of effort.

recognizes about 97% of words in the textual part
of the Beserman dataset. A small set of Constraint
Grammar rules (Karlsson, 1990; Bick and Didrik-
sen, 2015) is applied after the analysis, which re-
duces the average ambiguity to 1.25 analyses per
analyzed word.
The idea is to inflate the text corpus used to pro-

duce the LM by generating a large number of fake
sentences, using real corpus sentences as the start-
ing point and the source of lemma frequencies, and
incorporating data from the linguistic resources in
the process.

3 Deepspeech training
All Beserman texts were encoded in a version of
the Uralic Phonetic Alphabet so that each Unicode
character represents one phoneme. Although there
are a couple of regular phonetic processes not re-
flected in the transcription, such as optional final de-
voicing or regressive voicing of certain consonants,
the characters almost always correspond to actual
sounds. Therefore, CER values reported below
must closely resemble PER (phone error rates)³. All
sound files were transformed into 16 KHz, single-
channel format.
Deepspeech architecture (Hannun et al., 2014)

(Mozilla implementation⁴) was used for training.
This involves training a 5-layer neural network with
one unidirectional LSTM layer. After each epoch,
the quality is checked against a development dataset
not used in training. After the training is complete,
the evaluation is performed on the test dataset. The
train/development/test split was randomly created
once and did not change during the experiments.
The development dataset contains 1737 sentences;
the test dataset, 267 sentences. No sound dictionary
examples were included in either development or
test datasets, otherwise their unnaturally high qual-
ity would lead to overly optimistic WER and CER
values. It has to be pointed out though that the train-
ing dataset contains data from all speakers of the
test dataset. This is in line with the primary us-
age scenario I had in mind, i.e. pretranscription of
field data, because most untranscribed recordings in
my collection are generated by the same speakers.
However, for a real-world scenario where the set of
potential speakers is unlimited, this setting would

³This property is the reason why UPA rather than Udmurt
Cyrillic script was used for encoding. Otherwise, the choice of
encoding is hardly important because UPA can be converted to
Cyrillics and vice versa.

⁴https://github.com/mozilla/DeepSpeech
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produce an overly optimistic estimate. No transfer
learning was applied.
A number of hyperparameter values were tested:

learning rate between 0.00005 and 0.001, dropout
rate 0.3 or 0.4, training batch size between 16 and
36. These value ranges have been demonstrated to
yield optimal results on a dataset of similar size by
(Agarwal and Zesch, 2019). The results did not de-
pend in any significant way on these values, except
for almost immediate overfitting when the learning
rate was close to 0.001. Under all these settings,
the training ran for 8 or 9 epochs, after which the
loss on the development dataset started rising due to
overfitting. The model used for the evaluation was
trained with the following parameters: learning rate
0.0002, droupout rate 0.4, training batch size 24.
The output of the trained Deepspeech model is

filtered using kenlm, an n-gram language model
(Heafield, 2011). 3-gram and 4-gram models were
tried, with no substantial difference; the figures be-
low refer to the 4-gram models. When using the
model with Deepspeech, there are two adjustable
parameters, α and β. α (between 0 and 1) is the LM
weight: higher values make the filter pay more at-
tention to the n-gram probabilities provided by the
model. β defines the penalty for having too many
words: higher values increase the average number
of words in transcribed sentences and decrease the
average length of a word. A number of α and β
combinations were tested (see below).

4 Augmented language model

As could be immediately seen from the test results,
at least one of the reasons why the automatic tran-
scription was wrong in many cases is that the corpus
used to train the LM simply lacked the forms. Since
Beserman is morphologically rich, a corpus of 164K
words will inevitably lack most forms of most lex-
emes. Thankfully, this gap can be filled relatively
easily, since Beserman morphological analyzer and
dictionary can be turned into a morphological gen-
erator. (Another option, not explored here, would
be to use subwords instead of words (Leinonen
et al., 2018; Egorova and Burget, 2018).) However,
if one just generated all possible word forms and
added them to the corpus packed into random sen-
tences, that would completely skew the occurrence
and co-occurrence probabilities of forms, which
would lead to even worse performance. The real
trick would be to add the lacking forms without los-
ing too much information from the original model,

i.e. without significantly distorting the probabili-
ties. Specifically, one would need to make the fol-
lowing values as close to the original ones as possi-
ble:

• relative frequencies of lemmata;

• relative frequencies of affix combinations, such
as “genitive plural”;

• constraints on co-occurrence of certain gram-
matical forms (e.g. “verb in the first person is
not expected after a second-person pronoun”);

• lexical constraints on contexts (e.g. “mother
eats apples“ should be fine, while “apple eat
mother“ should not).

Of course, traditional word-based text generation
models strive to achieve exactly that. However, they
could hardly be applied here because the objective
of correctly generating a lot of previously unseen
forms would be missed. Instead, I developed a sen-
tence generator that utilizes not only the texts, but
also the linguistic resources available for Beserman.
After a series of sequential improvements, the re-

sulting sentence generator works as follows.
First, the sentences from the Beserman corpora

are morphologically analyzed and turned into sen-
tence templates. In a template, content words
(nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs and numerals)
are replaced with “slots”, while the rest (pronouns,
postpositions etc.) are left untouched. The idea
is that the lemma in a slot can be replaced by an-
other lemma with similar characteristics, while the
remaining words should not be replaced with any-
thing else. Certain high-frequency or irregular verbs
or adverbs are also not turned into slots, e.g. neg-
ative verbs or discourse clitics. Templates where
less than one-third of the elements were turned into
slots, or that contain fewer than three words, are dis-
carded.
A slot contains the inflectional affixes the word

used to have, its tags (e.g. “N,anim” for “animate
noun”), as well as the original lemma.
Second, the data from the grammatical dictio-

nary of the analyzer is processed. For each item,
its lemma, stem(s) and tags (part of speech among
them) is loaded. A global frequency dictionary is
created. If a lemma is present in the corpora, its to-
tal number of occurrences is stored as its frequency;
for the remainder of the lemmata, the frequency is
set to 1.
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Third, semantic similarity matrices are cre-
ated for nouns, verbs and adjectives separately.
The semantic similarities are induced from the
Russian translations the lemmata have in the
Beserman-Russian dictionary. Each transla-
tion is stripped of usage notes in brackets and
parentheses and of one-letter words. After
that, the first word of the remaining string is
taken as the Russian equivalent of the Beserman
word. The similarities between Russian transla-
tions are then calculated with an embedding model
ruwikiruscorpora_upos_skipgram_300_2_2019⁵
trained on the data of Russian National Corpus
and Russian Wikipedia (Kutuzov and Kuzmenko,
2017). The resulting pairwise similarities are then
condensed into a JSON file where each Beserman
lemma contains its closest semantic neighbors
together with the corresponding similarity value.
The similarity threshold of 0.39 was set to only
keep lemmata which are sufficiently similar to the
lemma in question in terms of their distribution.
After that, an average lemma contains about 66
semantic neighbors.
After these preparatory steps, the sentence gen-

eration starts. A template is chosen at random, af-
ter which each slot is filled with a word. If a slot
contains multiple ambiguous analyses, one of them
is chosen at random with equal probability, apart
from several manually defined cases where one of
the analyses is much more probable than the oth-
ers. The original lemma of the slot is looked up
in the list of semantic neighbors. If found, its se-
mantic neighbors are used as its possible substi-
tutes. Neighbors whose tags differ from the slot tags
(e.g. inanimate nouns instead of animate) are fil-
tered out. A random similarity threshold is chosen,
which can further narrow down the list of substi-
tutes. This way, more similar lemmata have a higher
chance of ending up on the list of potential substi-
tutes. When the list is ready, a lemma is chosen
at random, with probability of each lemma propor-
tional to its frequency in the global frequency list.
Its stem is combined with the inflectional affixes in
the slot, taking certain morphophonological alterna-
tions into account. The resulting word is added to
the sentence. Template elements that are not slots
are generally used as is, but words from a certain
manually defined list can be omitted with a proba-
bility of 0.2 (this mostly includes discourse parti-
cles).

⁵https://rusvectores.org/en/models/

The sentences generated this way do not always
make sense, but many of them at least are not com-
pletely ungrammatical, and some actually sound
quite acceptable.

5 Results and comparison

I did not check how the size of the training dataset
affects the quality of the model. However, it is in-
teresting to note that the addition of 2.5 hours of
triple headword pronunciations from the sound dic-
tionary apparently did not add to the quality. The
results were almost the same when they were omit-
ted from the training set.
As already mentioned in Section 3, the output

of a trained Deepspeech model is filtered with an
n-gram model trained on a text corpus, with pa-
rameters α and β. I evaluated the model on the
test dataset with three kenlm models: based only
on the real Beserman sentences (base), and two
augmented models trained on real and generated
sentences (gen). The first augmented model was
trained on 2M additional sentences (about 170K
word types), the second, on 10M additional sen-
tences (about 300K word types). The difference be-
tween the two augmentedmodels was almost nonex-
istent. The larger model performed slightly better
than the smaller for most parameter values, except
in the case of α = 1.0; the difference in WER in
most cases did not exceed 0.5%. The figures below
are given for the larger model.
The following α values were tested: 1.0, 0.9,

0.75, 0.6, 0.4. The values of β between 1.0 and
7.0 with the step of 1 were tested. The WER values
for β ≥ 5.0 were always worse than with lower β
values and are not represented below.
One can see that the values obtained with the aug-

mentedmodel are better than the baseline across the
board, so the sentence generation has had a posi-
tive effect on ASR quality. Also, the augmented
model tolerates larger β values, whereas the base-
line model starts producing too much short words
in place of longer words absent from its vocabulary
in that case. Nevertheless, the difference is not that
large: the best gen value, 51.4, is lower than the
best base value, 56.4, only by 5%. The difference
in CER is even less pronounced:
A more in-depth analysis of the data reveals that

the effect of LM augmentation is most visible on
longer sound files. If only tested on sentences
whose ground-truth transcription contained at least
6 words, the bestWER value for gen equals 52.1, as
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β = 1 β = 2 β = 3 β = 4

α = 1.0 57.3 / 55.6 56.5 / 54.1 57.7 / 52.7 58.8 / 52.4
α = 0.9 57.0 / 53.3 56.8 / 52.7 58.4 / 51.6 59.6 / 53.5

α = 0.75 56.4 / 52.9 57.2 / 51.9 58.7 / 51.4 60.9 / 53.4
α = 0.6 57.1 / 52.9 58.9 / 51.9 60.4 / 53.8 64.9 / 56.3
α = 0.4 59.6 / 55.5 62.3 / 56.4 67.0 / 59.8 75.4 / 66.1

Table 1: WER for base (before slash) and gen (after slash) models with different α and β values.

β = 1 β = 2 β = 3 β = 4

α = 1.0 35.0 / 34.4 33.9 / 33.3 33.3 / 32.0 32.8 / 30.9
α = 0.9 34.0 / 32.5 33.4 / 32.1 33.0 / 30.7 32.7 / 30.2

α = 0.75 32.9 / 31.5 32.4 / 30.4 32.0 / 29.7 31.9 / 29.2
α = 0.6 32.2 / 30.1 31.5 / 29.9 31.5 / 29.6 31.7 / 29.3
α = 0.4 31.6 / 30.1 31.3 / 29.6 31.3 / 30.3 31.8 / 30.8

Table 2: CER for base (before slash) and gen (after slash) models with different α and β values.

opposed to only 59.5 for base. On short files, how-
ever, the added benefit of having plausibly looking
n-grams in the corpus stops playing any role. For
sentences (or, rather, sentence fragments) that con-
tained at most 3 words, the best WER value for gen
equals 60.5, compared to 61.5 for base.
As we can see, the LM augmentation did improve

the ASR quality, even if marginally. The most im-
portant takeaway from this experiment, however,
was that using a bilingual dictionary and a Russian
model for approximating semantic similarity was a
crucial part of the LM augmentation. Without that
step, the generated LM did not visibly differ from
base, even when lemma frequencies and tags were
taken into account.
Since, to the best of my knowledge, no Deep-

speech (or any other) ASR models existed for
standard Udmurt when the experiments were con-
ducted, it was impossible to compare ASR quality
for Beserman and standard Udmurt.

6 Conclusion
There is a famous statement by Frederick Jelinek,
made exactly in the context of ASR development,
“Whenever I fire a linguist our system performance
improves”. Indeed, contemporary ASR is largely an
engineering enterprise and relies on algorithms and
large amounts of data rather than on any linguis-
tic insights. Still, if there is not enough data, can
linguistic resources – resources created by linguists
and for linguists – be of any help at all? The results
of the experiments with the Beserman data are not
conclusive. On the one hand, linguistic interven-

tion did improve the ASR results, lowering WER
by 5% and even more so in the case of longer sen-
tences. Linguistic resources, such as the rule-based
analyzer turned into a generator, and the Beserman-
Russian dictionary, as well as the corpus of usage
examples, seemed indispensable in the process. On
the other hand, the result is yet another experimen-
tal model for a low-resource language with subopti-
mal performance, which might be not good enough
even for auxiliary uses. In order to make it us-
able, one would still have to either add more data
or change the algorithm (e.g. (Baevski et al., 2021)
report results for comparable amounts of Tatar and
Kyrgyz data that almost look like magic). It would
be interesting to see if the “linguistic” LM augmen-
tation adds anything in that case.
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Abstract

There are a lot of tools and resources avail-
able for processing Finnish. In this pa-
per, we survey recent papers focusing on
Finnish NLP related to many different sub-
categories of NLP such as parsing, gen-
eration, semantics and speech. NLP re-
search is conducted in many different re-
search groups in Finland, and it is frequently
the case that NLP tools and models result-
ing from academic research are made avail-
able for others to use on platforms such as
Github.

Tiivistelmä

Suomen kielen koneelliseen käsittelyyn
on tarjolla paljon valmiita työkaluja
ja resursseja. Tässä artikkelissa
tarkastelemme viimeaikoina julkaistuja
tieteellisiä artikkeleita, joissa keski-
tytään suomen kielen kieliteknologiaan.
Tarkastelemme kieliteknologian eri alalu-
okkia, kuten jäsentämistä, tuottamista,
semantiikkaa ja puheetta. kieliteknologista
tutkimusta tehdään Suomessa monissa eri
tutkimusryhmissä, ja usein akateemisen
tutkimuksen tuloksena tuotetut kielite-
knologian työkalut ja mallit julkaistaan
muiden käytettäväksi esimerkiksi Githu-
bissa.

1 Introduction
There is no doubt that, within the Uralic language
family, Finnish is one of the most well-resourced
languages in terms of natural language processing
(NLP). This has, however, not always been the case.
Currently, NLP research conducted for Finnish has
started to fragment into research outputs of several

different research groups, and there is no survey pa-
per out there that would describe the current state of
Finnish NLP.

We hope that this survey paper clarifies the cur-
rent situation and makes it clearer for people work-
ing in the academia outside of Finnish universities
or in the industry and also for students. As it has
been discussed before (Hämäläinen, 2021), Finnish
is certainly not a low-resourced language, and our
current survey further proves this point.

It is also important for researchers working on
other smaller Uralic languages to see what has been
done for Finnish in terms of NLP to see what the
possible and meaningful directions are for further
developing the resources needed. Especially since
Uralic language share the same feature of rich mor-
phology, which is something that commonly causes
problems for computers.

2 Finnish NLP

In this section, we present a survey on the current
state of Finnish NLP. We have tried to gather most
of the current research on the topic, but we are cer-
tain that there are some research out there we have
not been able to find. We have categorized the sur-
veyed research outputs into parsing, generation, se-
mantics and speech.

2.1 Parsing
Starting from morphology, stemming and spell
checking Finnish is well supported in multiple com-
mercial applications such as Microsoft and Google
products. In the open-source world, low-level tasks
such as stemming and spell checking can be con-
ducted with Voikko¹.

Omorfi (Pirinen, 2015)² is currently the most
well supported tool for morphological analysis (in-

¹https://voikko.puimula.org/
²https://github.com/flammie/omorfi
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cluding lemmatization) and generation. It is an
FST (finite-state transducer) based tool developed
on HFST (Helsinki finite-state technology) (Lindén
et al., 2013) and it works together with constraint
grammar (CG) based disambiguators and syntac-
tic parsers available in the Giellatekno (Moshagen
et al., 2014) repositories³.

FinnPos⁴ (Silfverberg et al., 2016) is another
morphological tagger and lemmatizer tool based on
CRF (conditional random field). There have been
recently more data driven approaches focusing on
Finnish (Silfverberg and Hulden, 2018).

While rule-based tradition has been strong in the
past⁵, there are several machine learning driven de-
pendency parsers for Finnish, such as the statistical
one⁶ (Haverinen et al., 2014) and neural one⁷ (Kan-
erva et al., 2018) by TurkuNLP.

Out of the aforementioned tools Omorfi (and the
CG disambigator) and the machine learning based
parsers are available to use through a Python pack-
age named UralicNLP⁸ ⁹ (Hämäläinen, 2019).

As Finnish data is available in several multi-
lingual datasets, there are many multilingual ap-
proaches for parsing (Qi et al., 2020)¹⁰ (Honnibal
et al., 2020)¹¹ and morphology (Aharoni and Gold-
berg, 2017; Nicolai and Yarowsky, 2019; Silfver-
berg and Tyers, 2019; Grönroos et al., 2020).

The fact that spoken Finnish is very different
to standard Finnish has drawn some attention in
the past (Jauhiainen, 2001) and recently (Partanen
et al., 2019). The latter leading to a Python library
called Murre¹² for automatic normalization of di-
alectal Finnish.

Non-standard data has been an issue in digital
humanities (DH) projects (Mäkelä et al., 2020),
and lately there have been efforts in automati-
cally correcting OCR errors in existing histori-
cal datasets (Kettunen, 2015; Drobac and Lindén,
2020; Drobac, 2020; Duong et al., 2020).

Named entity recognition has also been under
study with FiNER¹³ and its recently released data

³https://github.com/giellalt/lang-fin/tree/main/src/cg3
⁴https://github.com/mpsilfve/FinnPos
⁵See Pirinen, 2019b for some comparison between rules

and neural networks
⁶https://turkunlp.org/Finnish-dep-parser/
⁷http://turkunlp.org/Turku-neural-parser-pipeline/
⁸https://github.com/mikahama/uralicNLP
⁹https://github.com/mikahama/uralicNLP/wiki/Dependency-

parsing
¹⁰https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/
¹¹https://spacy.io/
¹²https://github.com/mikahama/murre
¹³https://github.com/Traubert/FiNer-

(Ruokolainen et al., 2019). There is also another re-
cent BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) based approach¹⁴
to the topic (Luoma et al., 2020).

There have been several approaches to language
detection including detection of Finnish from web
corpora (see Jauhiainen et al., 2021). Similarly, na-
tive Finnish has been automatically identified from
learner’s Finnish (Malmasi and Dras, 2014).

In summary, parsing has been researched on dif-
ferent levels of language such as syntax, morphol-
ogy, POS and NER tagging, and lemmatization. It
has been mainly focusing on standard well-formed
Finnish, although there are methods for coping with
dialectal Finnish and OCR errors as well.

2.2 Generation
The lowest level of natural language generation is
surface realization (see Reiter, 1994), and for that
there are tools such as Omorfi and Syntax Maker¹⁵
(Hämäläinen and Rueter, 2018). The latter uses
Omorfi for morphological inflection while it takes
care of higher level morphosyntax such as case gov-
ernment and agreement.

There is a strong computational creativity fo-
cus in Helsinki and it also shows in Finnish
NLG, as there are several poem generators such
as Keinoleino¹⁶ (Hämäläinen, 2018b), Poeticus
(Toivanen et al., 2012) and others (Hämäläinen and
Alnajjar, 2019a,b). There is also an interactive
poem generator tool called Runokone (Poem Ma-
chine)¹⁷ (Hämäläinen, 2018c).

Recently there have been several approaches to
enhancing existing news headlines (Alnajjar et al.,
2019; Rämö and Leppänen, 2021). And some ap-
proaches to generating entire news articles automat-
ically (Kanerva et al., 2019; Haapanen and Leppä-
nen, 2020).

Paraphrase generation (Sjöblom et al., 2020) has
also become a researched topic with the availability
of monolingually aligned parallel corpora (Creutz,
2018). There is also an approach to converting stan-
dard Finnish text into different dialects (Hämäläi-
nen et al., 2020).

Finnish is a typical language for machine trans-
lation tasks and it is not uncommon to see it fea-
tured in several papers that deal with multiple lan-
guages. However, there are several papers that fo-
rules/blob/master/finer-readme.md

¹⁴https://turkunlp.org/fin-ner.html
¹⁵https://github.com/mikahama/syntaxmaker
¹⁶https://github.com/mikahama/keinoleino
¹⁷http://runokone.cs.helsinki.fi/
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cus on Finnish in particular (Hurskainen and Tiede-
mann, 2017; Hämäläinen and Alnajjar, 2019c; Piri-
nen, 2019a; Tiedemann et al., 2020).

There is also a recent approach to dialog genera-
tion in Finnish (Leino et al., 2020). Also non-native
language learner’s errors have been corrected suc-
cessfully automatically (Creutz and Sjöblom, 2019).

To summarize the approaches, there are several
generators for poetry and news that benefit from
the available surface realizers. Paraphrasing, di-
alect adaptation, dialog generation and learners’ er-
ror correction are domains with some research with
potential for new discoveries in the future. Ma-
chine translation gets frequently attention from dif-
ferent researchers. There are several more NLG
tasks (see Gatt and Krahmer 2018) that have not
been researched at all in Finnish, which means that
there is a lot of room formore research on this topic.

2.3 Semantics
Vector representations of meaning have become
common place in NLP and Finnish is no excep-
tion with the availability of pretrained word2vec¹⁸
¹⁹ (Laippala and Ginter, 2014; Kutuzov et al., 2017)
and fastText²⁰ (Bojanowski et al., 2017) models.

BERT models have also become available as part
of the multilingual BERT model²¹ (Devlin et al.,
2019) or trained separately for Finnish²² ²³ (Kutuzov
et al., 2017; Virtanen et al., 2019). Even Elmomod-
els have been made available for Finnish²⁴ (Ulčar
and Robnik-Šikonja, 2020).

In addition to the standard vector-based repre-
sentations of meaning, there is another statistical
model called SemFi²⁵ (Hämäläinen, 2018a). The
model is a relational database that captures seman-
tic relations of words based on their syntactic co-
occurencies.

Before the era of machine learning, there were
two prominent projects for modeling meaning
computationally which have been translated into
Finnish WordNet (Lindén and Carlson, 2010) and
FrameNet (Lindén et al., 2019).

With the similar ideology to the hand crafted re-
sources, there have been several different linked

¹⁸http://vectors.nlpl.eu/repository/
¹⁹https://bionlp.utu.fi/finnish-internet-parsebank.html
²⁰https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/pretrained-vectors.html
²¹https://github.com/google-research/bert
²²http://vectors.nlpl.eu/repository/
²³https://github.com/TurkuNLP/FinBERT
²⁴https://www.clarin.si/repository/xmlui/handle/11356/1277
²⁵https://github.com/mikahama/uralicNLP/wiki/Semantics-

(SemFi,-SemUr)

data projects in Finland representing semantics
in structured ontologies (Hyvönen et al., 2006;
Nyrkkö, 2018; Thomas et al., 2018; Koho et al.,
2019). Many of the linked data projects are avail-
able on the Linked Data Finland website²⁶.

There is a Python library called FinMeter²⁷
(Hämäläinen and Alnajjar, 2019b) that has some
higher level semantic tools for Finnish such as
metaphor interpretation, word concreteness analy-
sis and sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis for
Finnish has also been studied later on²⁸ (Öhman
et al., 2020; Vankka et al., 2019; Lindén et al.,
2020). There is also research on topic modeling
methods (Ginter et al., 2009; Hengchen et al., 2018;
Loukasmäki and Makkonen, 2019).

Finnish is well supported by traditional represen-
tations of semantics and latest vector based mod-
els. There is a vast amount of linked data resources
in a variety of domains. Higher-level semantics
such as metaphor interpretation and sentiment anal-
ysis also have received their share of research inter-
est, although there are many more questions related
to pragmatics and figurative language that have not
been researched, such as sarcasm detection, multi-
hop reasoning and fake news detection to name a
few.

2.4 Speech
Apart from Finnish speech being supported by com-
panies, there are some open-source tools that can
synthesize Finnish. Festival²⁹ has a Finnish voice
named Suopuhe³⁰, and eSpeak-ng³¹ can even gen-
erate IPA characters for Finnish.

There are several more modern approaches to
speech recognition (Enarvi et al., 2017; Varjokallio
et al., 2021) and speech synthesis (Raitio et al.,
2008, 2014). Although, speech synthesis has not
gained much interest in the recent years.

There are several approaches to analyzing speech
prosody (Virkkunen et al., 2018; Šimko et al.,
2020). There is also some work on detecting dif-
ferent accents in spoken Finnish (Behravan et al.,
2013, 2015) and named entity recognition (Porja-
zovski et al., 2020).

In summary, several approaches exist for speech
processing in Finnish relating to recognition, ac-

²⁶https://www.ldf.fi/
²⁷https://github.com/mikahama/finmeter
²⁸a dataset https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP/XED
²⁹https://www.cstr.ed.ac.uk/projects/festival/
³⁰http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:lb-20140730144
³¹https://github.com/espeak-ng/espeak-ng
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cents and prosody. However, speech synthesis has
received a surprisingly small amount of attention in
the recent past. With the emergence of neural mod-
els, new research on synthesis could reach to poten-
tially interesting new contributions.

3 Discussion and Conclusions

In this survey, we have gathered research conducted
on different aspects of NLP.We have included links
to models and code implementations for most of the
research papers. It has been a pleasant thing to no-
tice that not only Finnish NLP research exists but
also it is often not conducted in a closed fashion, but
the actual research outputs have been made openly
available for a wider community of people even out-
side of academia. This is crucial for any language
that is relatively small, like Finnish. If Finnish aca-
demics did not release their research, there would
not be many other people in the world that would
produce high-quality tools for Finnish.

Digital extinction is something that many endan-
gered languages are facing right now (see Kornai
2013). Therefore, it is important to ensure that
NLP resources become openly available for endan-
gered Uralic languages as well. Availability itself is
not enough, however, as the resources need to be
easy to find and use. Despite the fact that we have
open NLP tools for Finnish, we are still far a way
from a world where machines use our language flu-
ently. Finnair’s in-flight entertainment system still
announces happliy: *saavumme kohteeseen Helsinki
(*we arrive in destination Helsinki) instead of ex-
pressing it correctly, saavumme Helsinkiin (we ar-
rive in Helsinki), Google Doc’s spell checker does
not recognize mostly any inflectional form with
a possessive suffix and predictive text in mobile
keyboards suggest overly formal normative Finnish
only.

While Finnish NLP has come far in terms of aca-
demic research and tools built as a result, we as a na-
tion are still far away from having Finnish language
technology fully integrated into the systems we use
every day. Many of the problems have been solved
already, it is just the matter of the industry finding
out about the NLP tools that are out there.

We have limited our survey to NLP tools and
methods only. We know that there are a plethora
of language resources available for Finnish as well.
Based on our experiences, many corpora are well
hidden and digging them up is a time consuming
effort worthy of a separate survey paper. Unfor-

tunately the Finnish practice of describing data on
Metashare³² is very unhelpful in this respect because
the metadata descriptions in the service hardly ever
contain information about where to access the data,
how to cite it and who the real authors are.
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Abstract

This study describes the on-going devel-
opment of the finite-state description for
an endangered minority language, Komi-
Zyrian. This work is located in the context
where large written and spoken language
corpora are available, which creates a set of
unique challenges that have to be, and can
be, addressed. We describe how we have
designed the transducer so that it can bene-
fit from existing open-source infrastructures
and therefore be as reusable as possible.

Дзеныдӧн

Тайӧ гижӧдын сёрни мунӧ канму коми
кыв технология йылысь, кӧні сетӧмаӧсь
коми морфологиялы помысь-помӧдз
автомат. Уджыс сэтшӧм контекстын,
кӧні ыджыд гижан да сёрнисикас
корпусъяс босьтанног. Та вӧсна
чужӧны торйӧн юалӧмъяс, кодлы выль
воча кывъяс коланаӧсь. Петкӧдлам,
мый эм кыдзи аддзыны колана воча
кывъяс. Серпасалам анализатор-
автоматлысь сӧвмӧдӧм процесс да
вӧзйӧмным ӧтлаӧдны анализаторсӧ
паськыдджык восся кодъяса ӧтувтечасӧ-
инфраструктураӧ, медым уджыс
уналаздоръясын вӧдитчыны.

1 Introduction
This study discusses open-source morphology de-
velopment, which has greatly benefited from open-
source projects most notably achievements at-
tributed to the GiellaLT infrastructure (Moshagen
et al., 2014), i.e. Giellatekno & Divvun at the
Norwegian Arctic University in Tromsø, Norway.
Specifically we discuss the infrastructure for the
Komi-Zyrian language. We describe the work done

up until now, and delineate some of the tasks we
deem necessary in the future. There are features of
Komi morphosyntax that need special attention, in
regard to both of their linguistic and computational
descriptions. This contribution aims to bring that
discussion forward, and delineate the current status
of the work.

Rueter (2000) describes the initial creation of the
transducer, and the work discussed here continues
that same undertaking, essentially providing an up-
date of the changes done in the last decade, and
a plan for the future. The transducer is available
on GitHub for Komi-Zyrian.¹ The nightly builds
are available through a Python library called Ural-
icNLP² (Hämäläinen, 2019). Easy and efficient ac-
cess to the traducers and their lexical materials has
been the main designing principle, and we consider
current approach very successful.

Komi-Zyrian has a growing representation in on-
line corpora. There is a large written corpus that
is accessible online³; it has been created by FU-
Lab in Syktyvkar. The Giellatekno infrastructure
provides a Korp implementation (Ahlberg et al.,
2013) hosting numerous Uralic Wikipedia corpora,
among which Komi can also be found⁴. At the
Language Bank of Finland, parallel Bible corpora
are available with possibilities for comparing differ-
ent translations (Rueter and Axelson, 2020). While
literary language often reflects astute professional
language users, social media provides written lan-
guage that may be more closely related to the ver-
nacular, this type of Komi is found with minority
languages of the adjacent Volga-Kama region⁵ and
as described in Arkhangelskiy (2019). In a simi-

¹https://github.com/giellalt/lang-kpv
²https://github.com/mikahama/uralicNLP
³http://komicorpora.ru
⁴http://gtweb.uit.no/u_korp/#?lang=en
⁵http://komi-zyrian.web-corpora.net/index_

en.html
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lar vein, a Spoken Komi corpus containing mainly
Izhma dialect has been created in a Kone Founda-
tion funded research project (Blokland et al., 2014–
2016), and it is also available online for community
and research access.⁶ Written and spoken language
corpora are different in many ways, but together
they form a large and representative description of
the Komi language. Thereby they both need to be
accounted for when the transducer is further devel-
oped. Electronic corpora have an important role in
the research of Komi in general, and their signif-
icance most certainly will only grow when access
and practices improve (for discussion about the use
of electronic corpora, see Федина, 2019; Чупров,
2018; Блокланд et al., 2014).

There are also numerous dialect materials in
Komi, and their progressing digitization gives us ac-
cess to an increasing number of materials hitherto
unavailable in digital format. When this process ad-
vances and we inevitably encounter more dialectal
texts, we must also consider wider dialectal features
of Komi when we develop the transducer.

Additionally, as there are two main Komi vari-
eties with written standards and their dialects, Zyr-
ian and Permyak, we must acknowledge that infras-
tructures for these languages cannot be developed
in isolation, but rather that both language variants
must be taken into consideration in different ways
(Rueter et al., 2020c). At the same time, the re-
spective written standards have needs for their own
tools and resources that are still independent, so the
whole question of how to best handle pluricentric
language varieties such as Komi still needs addi-
tional planning.

The study is structured so that we first describe
the work that has been done for modeling the mor-
phosyntax of the Komi-Zyrian language. Then we
discuss individual features and their role in the de-
scription, and aim to illustrate the types of chal-
lenges they present. As we believe that compu-
tational modeling of the language is directly con-
nected to the linguistic description itself, we also
discuss different phenomena and the ways our de-
scription is directly connected to the grammar.

2 Development history of the
Komi-Zyrian FST

The FST described here is primarily built by Jack
Rueter, beginning with work in the 1990s. The
Komi-Zyrian finite-state description began with

⁶http://videocorpora.ru

a trilingual glossary Ӧшкамӧшка ичӧт кыввор,
комиа-англискӧя-финскӧя (Rueter, 1995), de-
signed for use by Finnish and English speaking stu-
dents of Komi, without previous knowledge of Rus-
sian, to accompany the коми кыв ’Komi language’
reader (Цыпанов, 1992), used for instruction in the
Universities of Helsinki and Turku. Later, with
a scholarship from the Kordelin Foundation, this
vocabulary was augmented. First, the extension
was intended to complement a second Komi reader
by Манова (1994), and then to outline the Komi
stem vocabulary of the Komi-Russian dictionary by
Лыткин and Тимушев (1961). A large portion of
the work done with this dictionary was only possible
with the painstaking hours spent by Vera Chernykh.
Thus, the approximately 3000-word glossary pro-
viding the lexical base for a finite-state descrip-
tion of Komi-Zyrian, presented at Permistika 6 at
the Udmurt State University in Izhevsk, 1996 (pub-
lished in Rueter, 2000), was extended to over 6000
lexical entries.

In 2004 Trond Trosterud invited Rueter to
Tromsø to learn more about the Xerox Finite-state
technology (XFST) being implemented at Giellate-
kno as described in (Trosterud, 2004) and for Komi
in (Trosterud, 2004b). Here the Komi transducer
and lexicon were to be developed further than be-
fore, and to be connected to an infrastructure that
was compatible with a larger array of languages.

To summarise some of the new improvements,
there were no longer problems with Cyrillic letters
requiring representation as conversions from Latin
letters. It was now possible to write rules directly
addressing elements of the Komi orthography. This
direct use of the vernacular in the code may have, in
fact, contributed to the belief of the developer that
only the normative language needed description. (It
was not until many years later that work with other
under-resourced languages, such as Mansi (2015–
present), Olonets-Karelian (2013–present), Skolt
Saami (2015–present) and Võro (2014–present),
made it obvious that non-standard words also re-
quire description.)

One of the most important items at this point was
that the lexicon and morphology were open-source.
This meant, in turn, that Komi could be worked on
by others and tested in projects. Here, Komi was
ideal. The morphology is very concatenative, and
the orthography contains only two more letters than
the Russian, i.e. problems with some rarer Cyrillic
letters could be evaluated and solved.
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In 2012–2016 Paula Kokkonen worked in con-
junction with one of Rueter’s projects, where she
improved the Finnish translations and inspected
the English translations for Komi lexemes. This
work significantly increased the coverage of Finnish
translations in the multilingual dictionary that was
created in this point.

During the period 2012–2021, FU-Lab and Giel-
latekno collaboration has featured active FST devel-
opment, including multiple use, and especially im-
provement in the disambiguation rules and lexical
coverage. Morphological analysis is a central com-
ponent in a modern corpus, and issues such as am-
biguity are also always present when FST is used in
this context (Ӧньӧ Лав, 2015, 140). Collaboration
may also lead to unforeseeable development. When
two infrastructures are aligned, there are often com-
peting priorities. This has also been the case here,
i.e. whereas FU-Lab has demonstrated immediate
interest in the facilitation of writing, spell check-
ing, dictionaries and corpora for the language com-
munity, Giellatekno has pushed for research-related
morphological description, analysis and lexica for
the research community, but which can, in fact, later
be applied to the production of spell checking and
other derivative tools. This divergence in priority
lead to some duplicate work in morphology.

Helsinki Finite-State Technology (HFST)
(Lindén et al., 2013) at Giellatekno with multi-use
priorities was pitted against the quick but single-use
Hunspell strategies practiced at FU-Lab. Thus,
some of the technical complexities on the Giel-
latekno side had to be simplified so that one set of
lexica might be shared. Giellatekno had plenty to
gain from the lexical work done at FU-Lab, on the
one hand, but it was not able to capitalize on its
own sophisticated two-level description as a result
of it, on the other. As regards morphophonological
descriptions, stem-final variation had to be moved
one step away from the initial LEMMA + COLON +
STEM + CONTINUATIONLEXICON declaration in the
code.

While Jack Rueter has often quickly followed the
suggestion of XML maintenance of lexical materi-
als, it has turned out that collaboration pulls away
from this write-only-once policy. The more people
there are working with one data set, the more doc-
umentation required for maintaining mutual work-
ing principles. Simple and complex XML systems
alike require a working front-end, otherwise, as has
been the case here, the workers opt out of the XML

database and end up working more on materials that
cannot be readily integrated back into the system.

At the moment the XML transformation is not
being used in FST development. Instead, other
solutions for database implementation are being
worked on, see Alnajjar et al. (2020a); Hämäläinen
et al. (2021). Only time will reveal which directions
of development have contributed the most to the in-
frastructure.

In 2018-2021, Niko Partanen has been improv-
ing the dialectal lexicon coverage of the transducer
while conducting his doctoral studies in Komi di-
alectology. In connection to this work, in 2020-
2021, Jack Rueter has improved the coverage of
dialectal morphology, specifically taking into ac-
count the phenomena found in the Izhma dialect.
This work by both of them was done within a Kone
Foundation funded research project Language Doc-
umentation Meets Language Technology: The Next
Step in the Description of Komi. The work shows
that it is a feasible strategy to improve the analyser
so that the work aligns with specific goals and needs
of an individual project or dataset. It does create
an imbalance in to which degree different dialects
are represented, but for a language as large as Komi
doing everything at the same time is not possible
either.

Mika Hämäläinen’s role has been central in build-
ing more widely accessible computational infras-
tructure to access these transducers (Hämäläinen,
2019). In the recent work to create an online edit-
ing platform that would allow improved access to
the lexical materials, Khalid Alnajjar has been in an
irreplaceable position (Alnajjar et al., 2020a). This
all shows that managing a transducer for a language
like Komi is a multi-partnered operation that calls
for wide collaboration between different groups and
even infrastructures.

Since 2017, work has been conducted within
the Universal Dependencies project to better cover
Komi varieties, most recently (Zeman et al., 2021),
see also Nivre et al. (2020). There are two Zyrian
treebanks (Partanen et al., 2018), and work with
Permyak progresses at many levels (Rueter et al.,
2020c). Especially in the initial phase of the tree-
bank, building the finite-state descriptions is in a
pivotal role, and maintaining interoperability be-
tween the FST and treebank development allows
very efficient use of both systems. A similar ap-
proach has also been systematically used for other
languages, such as Karelian (Pirinen, 2019a) and
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both Mordvinic languages (Rueter et al., 2020a).
Indeed, managing systematic and comparable use
of tags and conventions across languages is one
of the primary concerns in our work as well, and
there have been specific surveys that try to track the
progress of different Uralic treebanks (Rueter and
Partanen, 2019). We can also mention that the prac-
tices described here have also be adopted for the de-
velopment of Amazon minority language descrip-
tion for Apurinã in Helsinki-Belém (Rueter et al.,
2021). In the approach discussed here, this harmo-
nization starts at the transducer level and the docu-
mentation therein.

In the context of concrete applications of the
Komi FST, we can highlight work by Gerstenberger
et al. (2017), where the analyser was integrated into
the popular multimedia annotation software ELAN.
In addition, the most significant Komi online re-
source, the National Komi Corpus, contains anno-
tations done with the transducer⁷.

Next we describe some of the challenges and im-
portant phenomena that have been addressed in var-
ious ways when creating the Komi analyser.

3 On describing regular morphology
Komi regular morphology affects word forms in
several parts of speech. In addition to verbal con-
jugation and nominal declension, there is an abun-
dance of regular morpheme-sememe alignment in
derivation. Whereas verbal conjugation is, indeed,
limited to the indicative (in four synthetic tenses)
and imperative moods, the complex noun-phrase
head is associated with the categories of number
(singular and plural), possessive marking for three
persons and two numbers as well as nearly thirty
syntactic entity markers or cases. Regular deriva-
tion can be observed in aspect, mediopassive and
causative marking of verbs, as well as compara-
tive and diminutive marking of nominals. There is
a plethora of single-syllable nouns and derivational
suffixes, and, at times, the boundary between com-
pounding and derivation becomes obscure.

3.1 Stem variation
The Komi-Zyrian language is known to display a ty-
pologically common l-vocalization, which is a pro-
cess where a lateral approximant is replaced by a
labiodental fricative /v/ or labiodental approximant
/ʋ/. In the Komi grammaticography this is known as
l/v variation. Another comparable stem-alterating

⁷http://komicorpora.ru

phenomena are the paragogic consonants in some
word stems. These phenomena can be dealt with in
much the same way, as they share a common trigger.
Words with l/v or paragogic consonant variation in
their stems can be identified on the basis of whether
the stem is followed by an vowel-initial suffix, on the
one hand, or a consonant-initial suffix (alternatively
word boundary), on the other.

In the description of these words it has been sug-
gested that erroneous forms be specifically identi-
fied. Special tags indicating the absence of para-
gogic consonants or substandard realization of the
stem-final l/v have been implemented for Komi-
Zyrian and reflect parallel tags previously imple-
mented in the FST descriptions of other languages
in the GiellaLT infrastructure, Northern and Skolt
Saami, Erzya, Moksha, Võro to mention a few.

When we include more dialectal materials in the
description, we also have to account for processes
where l-vocalization triggers vowel lengthening.
There are also secondary types of l-vocalization, in-
fluencing stems ending in the sequence /-el/, and
triggering change /-ej/. Currently this is treated at
the lemma level, so that the non-standard forms are
connected to the standard lemmas, with an addi-
tional tag indicating dialectal form or error. Even
the dialectal variants where neither types of the vari-
ation are met are exceptions from the point of view
of the standard language. We have devised a tag-
ging system for various subtypes, but the exact im-
plementation is still being designed and planned fur-
ther. We discuss in Section 4.2 related challenges in
more detail.

3.2 Case

As mentioned above, there are nearly thirty syntac-
tic entity markers or cases associated with complex
noun phrases. The distinction drawn here of cases
versus derivations lies in the complexity of the noun
phrase, i.e. compatibility with the category of num-
ber or presence of modifiers has been underlined as
a possible boundary (see Rueter, 2010, 74–75; cf.
Ylikoski (2020)). If a denominal adverbial deriva-
tion does not take adjectival or determiner modi-
fiers, there is no syntactic need to distinguish it from
other opaque adverbials. On the contrary, it may
be noted, syntactic elements that can take this kind
of modifiers should be classified according to their
syntactic merits. (The term CASE should not be re-
guarded as a title of estate but as a useful indication
of syntactic class membership.)
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Here, we will further note that according to the
SIL Glossary of Linguistic Terms⁸ case is defined as
a grammatical category determined by the syntactic
or semantic function of a noun or pronoun. If we
apply this to a regular morphological description of
the Komi languages, we may choose to distinguish
between derivational endings applied to simple NP
heads and inflectional endings applied to complex
NP heads. By distinguishing these two varieties of
inflection, we can arrive at a syntactic criterion for
classifying different types of inflection, whereas the
complex NP, which also takes marking for number,
might be readily integrated into the enumeration of
nominal modifiers, i.e. cases.

For nearly one and a half centuries, the 16 and 1
dependent cases as defined by Castrén (1844) have
represented the canonical cases addressed in gram-
mars of the Komi-Zyrian language. The seven-
teenth case, the comitative, is addressed as a post-
position, but all examples of it show it as integrated
morphology in the noun. Некрасова (2000) (‘The
Modern Komi Language’, ÖKK), published in 2000
broke with this tradition by including a set of com-
pounded cases (seven).

The 26 cases shown by the latest Komi grammar,
may be further augmented to 29 by introducing the
PROPRIETIVE, ABESSIVE and LOCATIVE cases, in -a, -
тӧм and -са, respectively. The TEMPORAL in -ся
might, as a function, be simply attributed to the al-
ready existing COMPARATIVE case. Similar questions
of case definition have been treated by one of the
authors, Rueter (2010), where he regards syntac-
tic entity complexity as sufficient grounds for case-
hood, (see also Ylikoski, 2020).

Tauli (1956), it should be noted, provides numer-
ous references to researchers dealing with affixes,
inclusive derivation and case, there does not seem
to be any standards for distinction between case and
derivation. The Komi-Zyrian PROPRIETIVE refered
to also as a nomen possessoris suffix а, which occurs
as a ”comitative” (Tauli, 1956), provides a challenge
for the those wishing to distinguish Kom proprietive
-а, comitative -кӧд and instrumental -ӧн.

Not unlike the PROPRIETIVE, the ABESSIVE, LOCA-
TIVE and even the temporal function of the COMPAR-
ATIVE case are almost entirely limited in use to the
adnominal range. The ABESSIVE has a predicative
counterpart in the CARATIVE -тӧг, while the LOCA-
TIVE has a predicative counterpart in the INESSIVE -
ын. Perhaps this range distinction has also played

⁸https://glossary.sil.org/term/case

a part so-called case classification. The adnominal
TEMPORAL marker, however, seems to have no mor-
phological counterpart for use in the predicative.

3.3 Accusative versus object marking
One of the dilemmas in Komi morphosyntax is
where to introduce the object of a sentence. Ac-
tual non-ambiguous accusative forms are attested
for pronouns and other NP heads, but the accusative
is not the only case used for indicating the object,
the ZERO marker strategy is also used for this pur-
pose. Hence, one might readily speak of object
marking with the nominative.

Canonic practice in the Komi grammaticography
has been to include the nominative, ZERO form, as
an additional accusative case form. If we introduce
ZERO as an accusative case marker as well, we, es-
sentially, be introducing ambiguity on the text on
the analysis level.

Komi is known for its use of singular posses-
sive suffixes in the accusative for marking differ-
ent degrees of identifiability; zero, i.e. nomina-
tive marking, is also a possibility. When we also
have the full syntactic dependency tree, the ambigu-
ity between nominatives and unmarked accusative
is resolved, as the object relation is unambiguously
marked and connected to the root verb. The current
solution in the morphological modeling has been
to resolve all unmarked wordforms as nominatives,
and to leave the nominative-accusative distinction
into a later step of the analysis. None the less, we
recognize this is only one of the various ways this
can be analysed, and when the full analysis comes,
we essentially have all the information to transform
the material to match various existing traditions.

3.4 Nominal morpheme ordering
This section will investigate the ordering of mor-
phological constituents typically associated with
nominals and convey meaning associated with the
categories of number, possession and case.

In initial collaboration with FU-Lab, a singular
set of morpheme ordering was adopted for each in-
dividual combination of possessor & case mark-
ing. Hence, it was determined that the word form
батьӧйлӧн « бать-ӧй-лӧн ’father.N-PxSg1-Gen’
featuring the ӧй marking for the first person singu-
lar possessor could be distinguished from the pos-
sessive suffix ым in гортӧдзым « горт-ӧдз-ым
’home.N-Ter-PxSg1’ on the basis of complemen-
tary distribution, i.e. there was no need to label the
possessive suffixes as separate entities.
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In later development, however, a different issue
was observed in which case and possessive forma-
tives might show varied ordering. Although this
phenomenon is not as prevalent as in the Meadow
and Eastern Mari language (cf. Luutonen (1997)),
it did merit recognition and distinction for the facil-
itation of further resource.

The distinguishing tags strategy implemented for
Meadow Mari and Hill Mari has been adapted for
use with Komi-Zyrian with two tags. One tag indi-
cates segment ordering where the possessive marker
precedes the case marker (+So/PC), and the other
indicates the case marker precedes the possessive
marker (+So/CP), e.g. кӧзяиныслань← кӧзяин-
ыс-лань ’owner.N-PxSg3-Apr’ кӧзяинланьыс ←
кӧзяин-лань-ыс ’owner.N-Apr-PxSg3’.

In addition to this relatively infrequent type of or-
dering variation of cases versus possessive suffixes,
there also appears to be use of the accusative pos-
sessive suffix markers for second -тӧ and third -сӧ
person on noun and adjective phrase heads, where
the accusative case would not be syntactically com-
patible. In fact, these same endings are found in
connection with other parts of speech as well. It
has been maintained that these morphological con-
stituents convey discourse meaning, but there is still
much to investigate and establishing tagging prac-
tices for these features will contribute to better re-
search materials in the future.

3.5 Numeral derivations
In Komi, numerals are regularly derived to form
subgroups in cardinals ZERO, ordinals -ӧд, distribu-
tives -ӧн, iteratives -ысь, ordinal iteratives -ӧдысь
and distributional iteratives -ысьӧн (Rueter et al.,
2020c). As such, it is often novel or even confound-
ing that we find the syntactic adverbial role found
across languages is attributed to a regularly derived
adverb кыкысь ’twice’ on the Komi side, on the one
hand, and a noun phrase fifty times ’ветымынысь’,
on the other.

Like other adnominal modifiers, it should be
noted, numerals may also be promoted to NP head
position in instances of contextually motivated el-
lipsis.

4 Development plan

We have recently moved into primarily data-driven
development practice for Komi, where new lexi-
con and morphology is described primarily based
on gaps we find through analysed language materi-

als. At the same time we have developed further
tests to check the validity of the output, and in the
long term these approaches naturally will live on in
parallel. Needless to say, using more natural texts
has also forced us to take into account more spo-
ken language and dialect phenomena, which moves
the work into quite new directions, which we have
already discussed partially above.

After reporting our experiments with the written
corpus data, we discuss our plan to integrate the di-
alectal materials and tags better to the currently dis-
cussed Komi analyser.

4.1 Developing on the basis of unrecognized
words and word forms

From a corpus of 1,415,210 unique word forms
(2020-11-11) 520,180 were not recognized by the
analyzer. Aside from the Russian words, apparently
from quoted text, and words written entirely in up-
per case, the most frequent words not to be recog-
nized by the FST seem to all involve hyphens. The
use of hyphenation is best illiustrated by Рытыв-
Войвыв the preposed modifier for direction ’north
northwest’ (1377 times), a drawn out pronunciation
Но-о ’Well-l’ (1177 times), and the orthographic
practice of adding -мӧд ’another’ in здук-мӧд ’yet
another moment’ (942 times).

Since over a third of the unique word forms had
gone unrecognized, a strategy was developed for
improving the model. This would be carried out for
nominals initially and subsequently verbs. As de-
scribed below, a very large portion of unrecognized
forms involved various plurals. How they were dealt
with is described below, as it illustrates well the
challenges we have encountered and their possible
solutions.

In the Komi-Zyrian morphology there are two
separate plural markers associated with nominal de-
clension. One is the NP plural marker яс and the
other is the copula complement plural marker ӧсь.
20604 unrecognized word forms ended in яс, and
in 11441 of these the plural marker was preceded
by a Cyrillic hard sign ъ. This number was was fur-
ther delimited by removing all instances of hyphen-
ation and v followed by Cyrillic hard sign and word-
final яс. Where the hyphen may have meant com-
pound words for simple hyphenation in the text, the
removal of v meant we could automatically avoid
the problem of determining whether the word stem
contained the notorious l/v variation or not. Our re-
sulting figure was 8766.
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After entering 15,101 new stems the number
of unrecognized unique word forms dropped to
422,227, which was nearly a nineteen per cent im-
provement over the previous 520,180. In the fu-
ture we plan to go further through the frequency list
of unknown word forms and improve the analyzer
so that individual yet frequent phenomena is ade-
quately described and addressed.

4.2 Treatment of dialectal elements
Currently the FST is designed so that dialectal ele-
ments are recognized, but they come with an addi-
tional error or dialect tag which prevents them being
suggested in tools such as spellcheckers. We have
also experimented with approaches where Zyrian,
Permyak and Russian analysers are run on top of
one another, so that unknown forms may be cap-
tured by one of the systems with appropriate lan-
guage tags returned. Since some Zyrian dialectal
phenomena is also present in Permyak standard lan-
guage, already this solution helps to improve the
coverage.

Eventually, however, we consider it important
that the analyser could capture nuances of individ-
ual dialects. In principle this could be accompanied
with dialect specific tags, but this approach is also
problematic. Many of the features are not strictly
found in singular dialects, but cover larger regions.
At the same time the speech of any individual is not
necessarily limited to any specific variety. More-
over, we believe that further research in Komi di-
alect isoglosses may be necessary to exactly point
for each feature where they definitely occur. Some
rough areal boundaries, however, are well known
and clear cut, which would make some areal tags
potentially useful.

Features that currently are not included are espe-
cially those found from southern and eastern Zyrian
dialects, mainly because nobody has attempted to
use an FST with those varieties yet. We must also
recognize that Permyak and Zyrian dialects overlap
in their features in various ways, and especially the
creation of infrastructure that handless all Komi va-
rieties and both standards remains a challenge.

5 Future directions and Conclusions

In recent years many neural network based ap-
proaches have been becoming popular and also
shown good results. In a recent study by Pirinen
(2019b) the neural models were better than the tra-
ditional rule-based approaches for Finnish. Our

team is always following new developments of the
field, but we also believe that different approaches
can be successfully combined.

We already see studies emerging where a neu-
ral network has been used to learn to generate pre-
dictions from an FST (Hämäläinen et al., 2021).
Their research is also used the Komi-Zyrian FST
presented in this paper. The results were promising
and we are eager to see how this ideology of us-
ing neural networks and rule-based systems side by
side rather than as competing systems plays out in
the future. For the NLP pipeline of Komi the most
important new developments will be connected to
improvements in the dependency parsing side of
the analysis, ideally in connection to automatic and
rule-based methods of disambiguation. Komi Con-
straint Grammar has currently focused to disam-
biguation, and the tagging and parsing sections are
largely missing. It remains to be seen what kind of
an approach will be the most successful here. At
the same time Komi Universal Dependencies tree-
banks have started to be large enough that their fur-
ther modeling with deep learning starts to be an at-
tractive and possibly fruitful task.

Komi texts are also present in many different or-
thographies, and taking all of them into account is a
large and important task (Rueter and Ponomareva,
2019). Since the corpora of Latin Komi texts are
also now available⁹, the future for these lines of re-
search is exciting and promising. This also con-
nects to various transcription systems used in lin-
guistic publications and text collections: these ma-
terials should be republished in the contemporary
orthography in order to make them maximally use-
ful for the language communities themselves.

Yet another future task is to provide access to
the multilingual Komi lexicon the FST is based on
in a form that is truly accessible and openly avail-
able. One solution could be to use online dictionary
editing platforms, which are strongly linked to the
FST development work, and thereby benefit it di-
rectly (Alnajjar et al., 2020b). These lexicons have
already been published in Zenodo (Rueter et al.,
2020b), and already their earliest version has been
published in print (Rueter, 1995). Thereby the work
described here in various ways continues an already
25 years old progress at morphological modeling of
the Komi language, and explores new ways to con-
nect various threads of existing work to one another,
especially in ways that takes into account the tech-

⁹http://latina.komicorpora.ru/
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nological and practical changes that these decades
have shown. We believe this line of investigation
of the Komi language will boldly continue the next
25 years, but also hope the reports of how the work
progresses will become even more regularly.

We also foresee that further development of the
Komi FST will bring new tools to benefit both the
public and research communities. Such might be
machine translation, on the one hand (Tiedemann,
2021), and translation studies, on the other (cf.
Цыпанов, 2021). This, of course, does not close
the circle, but merely the ever continuous spiral of
development.
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